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Introducing Benchmark Literacy  
for Grades K–6
Benchmark Education Company is known for its pedagogically sound, research-proven 
literacy solutions . Benchmark Literacy supports all the daily components of  
high-quality reading instruction, with a particular emphasis on the development  
of comprehension . You will find:  

•  Assessment to drive instruction and help teachers monitor progress

•   Interactive read-alouds to model good-reader strategies with award-winning trade 
literature

•  Reading and writing mini-lessons to explicitly model comprehension, vocabulary, 
and fluency

•  Differentiated small-group reading that builds seamlessly on shared reading 
instruction 

•  Independent reading to encourage the transfer of skills and strategies

•  Phonemic awareness, phonics, and word study to build strong decoding and  
word-solving strategies 

•  Writer’s Workshop to support teachers through the writing process, working with 
students at all writing stages across a range of genres

Differentiated  
Small-Group/ 

Guided Reading

Independent 
Reading

Phonemic  
Awareness, Phonics,  

& Word Study

Interactive  
Read-Alouds

Writer’s  
Workshop

Reading and Writing 
Mini-Lessons  

for comprehension,  
vocabulary, and fluency

Assessment  
to drive instruction

Professional  
Development  

Fidelity of Implementation

Interactive 
Technology
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What Makes Benchmark Literacy  
Different—and Better?  
•  Ten comprehension-focused units per grade with three distinct weeks  

of instruction that build developmentally and eliminate boredom

•  Seamless, spiraling, whole-to-small group comprehension instruction across 
K–6 that supports your curriculum standards

•  Grade-specific leveled text collections organized by comprehension strategy

•  Phonics and word study kits that provide a complete K–6 continuum  
of phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, phonics, spelling, and  
word study for vocabulary development

•  Short mentor texts for whole-group skill and strategy instruction 

•  Motivation for all students through trade literature connections, big books,  
genre texts, and Reader’s Theater 

• Pre-, post-, and ongoing assessment to drive the instruction 

•  Research-proven instruction that fits both comprehensive literacy and  
reader’s workshop models
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The Research Behind Benchmark Literacy
Benchmark Literacy is an integrated literacy program designed around the principles 
of apprenticeship . This approach suggests that students acquire literacy through 
assisted instruction with a sensitive and knowledgeable teacher . Students are 
provided with meaningful and functional materials and experiences according 
to their developmental needs . Teachers activate new learning through the use 
of focused mini-lessons, demonstrations, and discussions that promote problem 
solving and reflective thinking . A complete bibliography of the research underlying 
Benchmark Literacy can be found starting on page 108 of this guide .

In addition to having a solid research base, Benchmark Literacy is made up of whole-
group, small-group, optional phonics/word study, and assessment components that 
have been proven effective in multiple yearlong classroom studies . These studies 
were conducted by independent research firms . Teachers can be confident that these 
resources can make a significant academic difference in real K–6 classrooms . Details 
of this research are available at www .benchmarkeducation .com .

Principles of an Apprenticeship Approach

Principles Description

1.  Observation and responsive 
teaching

Teachers observe how students respond to print and  
they design instruction according to students’ strengths  
and needs .

2. Modeling and coaching Teachers use clear demonstrations and explicit language .

3.  Clear and relevant language  
for problem solving

Language prompts help students initiate problem-solving 
actions during reading and writing events .

4. Adjustable scaffolds Varying degrees of support and interactions in the  
classroom setting help students reach higher levels  
of literacy development .

5. Structured routines Structured routines and interactions in the classroom  
setting help students reach higher levels of literacy  
development .

6. Assisted and independent work Students are provided balanced opportunities to work  
with teachers and to work independently .

7. Transfer When students acquire knowledge of skills and strategies, 
they are able to use these flexibly in all types of text for 
varying purposes .
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Benchmark Literacy’s Instructional Goals

The Essential Domains of Reading Instruction

Scientific research has demonstrated that high-quality reading instruction focuses on 
five essential domains of reading . These five domains are at the heart of Benchmark 
Literacy . Within each domain, explicit differentiated instruction supports all students 
as they become successful, strategic readers . In addition, Benchmark Literacy 
embeds oral language development activities and reinforces the natural connections 
between reading and writing .

Phonological & Phonemic Awareness

Benchmark Literacy’s StartUp Phonics for Kindergarten and BuildUp Phonics for 
Grade 1 provide explicit, systematic daily instruction in phonological and phonemic 
awareness to ensure that students have a solid foundation for reading and writing . 
High-interest materials such as posters, songs, and chants form the basis of explicit 
lessons developed by Terri Beeler, Ph .D . Additional reinforcement activities each 
week ensure that students who need more practice get more practice .

Oral Language Development: Within the StartUp and BuildUp phonological and 
phonemic awareness lessons, students have daily opportunities to sing, chant, and 
participate in whole-group and partner activities that build both social and academic 
oral language skills .

Phonics & Word Study

In Grades K–2, the optional Benchmark Phonics StartUp, BuildUp, and SpiralUp 
Phonics Units provide 20 to 30 minutes of systematic, research-proven daily 
instruction using multisensory components such as songs, poems, frieze cards, 
word cards, letter cards, and decodable connected text . Each skill is developed over 
one week of daily instruction that includes phonemic awareness, sound/symbol 
relationships, blending, spelling, and high-frequency word instruction . In addition, 
there is built-in ongoing spiraled review of previously taught skills . This flexible 
program can be used systematically throughout the school year, and it can also be 
used for targeted intervention . 

In Grades 3–6, Word Study & Vocabulary Units Levels 1–4 provide 20 minutes of 
systematic and explicit daily instruction that is a natural extension of the phonics 
instruction students received in Grades K–2 . Based on the writings of Kathy Ganske, 
Donald Bear, Shane Templeton, Marcia Invernizzi, and others, these spiraling units of 
instruction develop word analysis, word-solving, spelling, and vocabulary strategies . 
Students need all of these in order to read and comprehend challenging content-area 
and literary texts .

“Research clearly shows that 
phonemic awareness can be 
developed through instruction 
and, furthermore, that doing so 
significantly accelerates children’s 
subsequent reading and writing 
achievement.” 

—Adams, Foorman,  
Lundberg, & Beeler

“Although children’s word 
knowledge is enhanced by their 
reading and writing experiences, 
teacher guided instruction and 
practice facilitate students’ 
detection of patterns in words 
and help them internalize their 
understandings.”  

—Kathy Ganske
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Oral Language Development: Every phonics and word study lesson provides 
opportunities for students to practice oral language skills through whole-group, 
small-group, and partner activities . Teachers can use the explicit strategies in every 
lesson to support English learners as they participate in these activities . 

The Reading-Writing Connection: Through dictation, word games, and shared and 
independent writing activities, students apply phonetic and word study knowledge 
to writing .

Vocabulary

Research shows that students benefit from both indirect and direct vocabulary 
instruction . Within Benchmark Literacy, students are exposed to and receive explicit 
instruction at three tiers of vocabulary . Developmentally appropriate high-frequency 
vocabulary (Tier One), robust vocabulary (Tier Two), and domain-specific academic 
vocabulary (Tier Three) are naturally introduced and studied . This instruction 
begins in Kindergarten with the development of strong oral language and continues 
with both oral and written vocabulary instruction as students progress . Vocabulary 
instruction is embedded into both whole-group mini-lessons and small-group 
guided reading instruction at all grade levels .

Oral Language Development: No vocabulary instruction is complete until students 
have “owned” the words they are learning . This means students can construct their 
own definitions and use the words in new contexts . Every vocabulary lesson within 
Benchmark Literacy provides opportunities for students to discuss, define, and use 
new words orally . Sentence frames support English learners as they use new words . 
In addition, many of the weekly independent workstation activities for oral language 
development extend vocabulary instruction in meaningful ways .

The Reading-Writing Connection: In each explicit vocabulary lesson, students 
create graphic organizers to activate their existing knowledge and extend their 
understandings . They also work as a whole group, with partners, or with family 
members to write sentences demonstrating their vocabulary knowledge .  

Fluency

Research shows a strong correlation between fluency development and 
comprehension . In every unit of Benchmark Literacy, students receive direct 
instruction in fluency to improve their reading rate and prosody . In addition, 
each unit includes an opportunity for students to develop fluency through 
developmentally appropriate Reader’s Theater experiences . These experiences 
provide motivating, authentic opportunities for repeated oral reading practice .  

“Vocabulary plays a significant 
role in students’ reading success. 
Without an understanding of the 
words in a sentence, paragraph, or 
passage, comprehension cannot 
occur, and without comprehension, 
one is not truly literate.” 

—Block and Mangieri (2006)

“Key elements of reading fluency: 
accuracy in word decoding, 
automaticity in recognizing words, 
and appropriate use of prosody or 
meaningful oral expression while 
reading. These three components 
are a gateway to comprehension.” 

—Tim Rasinski, Ph.D., Benchmark 
Education Reader’s Theater 

program consultant
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Oral Language Development: Each fluency mini-lesson includes rich opportunities 
for oral language development . Students choral-read, echo-read, and partner-read . 
They support their peers’ fluency development by providing oral responsive feedback 
and prompting . Students engage in academic discussion as they self-assess their 
fluency development . During Reader’s Theater rehearsal, students discuss and 
analyze their roles and how to interpret the roles through the oral performance . 
Academic sentence frames support students who need a structure for this academic 
talk . Ultimately, students perform dramatic interpretations of each script, building 
their confidence as speakers and performers . Weekly independent workstation 
activities for oral language development also support students’ fluency development .

The Reading-Writing Connection: During fluency mini-lessons, students participate in 
shared writing experiences to record what they have learned about the fluency skill . 
These shared writings serve as anchor posters to reinforce fluency development .

Comprehension

The ultimate goal of all reading instruction is to provide students with an arsenal 
of tools they can use to read a wide range of genres in nonfiction (informational, 
persuasive, procedural, and narrative) and fiction with full comprehension . In 
school, students rely on text-dependent comprehension strategies to learn, analyze, 
and apply nonfiction content-area information . They also require text-dependent 
comprehension strategies to analyze and appreciate literary texts . We know from 
research that the skills and strategies that develop good readers are necessary 
for good writing as well . Benchmark Literacy was designed to provide the kind of 
assessment-driven explicit modeling, guided practice, and independent practice 
opportunities that guarantee student achievement . This instruction is outlined in 
greater detail in the next section of this guide .

Writing and Grammar

Robust reading-writing connections are built into every week of instruction in 
Benchmark Literacy . In every unit of Benchmark Literacy, students have weekly 
opportunities to write to informative/explanatory, narrative, and opinion/argument 
texts based on sources using the prompts provided in the Writing to Sources 
Handbook . The optional Benchmark Writer’s Workshop program provides five 
developmentally appropriate genre-focused writing units per grade aligned to the 
Writing and Language Common Core Standards to develop narrative, persuasive, 
and informational text writing . Each unit includes a mentor big book (Gr . K–1) or 
read-aloud book (Gr . 2–6) and four strands of explicit 10- to 20-minute whole-group 
mini-lessons for introducing the genre; modeling the writing process; author’s craft; 
and grammar and conventions .

“The purpose of teaching 
comprehension strategies is 
to enable children to read 
with deeper, longer-lasting 
understanding. We should 
never lose sight of the goal.”

—Ellin Keene and Susan 
Zimmerman
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Comprehension Instruction: 
A Roadmap for Lifelong Literacy
The Reading-Thinking Cycle: Using Metacognitive Strategies 
and Text-Dependent Comprehension Strategies Together

You’re reading an adventure novel . The protagonist is stranded in the forest . Night 
is approaching . Wolves are howling . A fire must be built . The author describes the 
character’s harrowing situation in detail and the steps he takes to collect dry kindling 
and produce the spark that will light it . You focus on the steps and the author’s 
descriptive text structure in order to visualize the sights, sounds, and smells of the 
darkening forest and feel the character’s growing fear . And visualizing the scene 
makes you even more engaged in the story .

You’re reading a magazine article about transportation for the future . The author 
compares innovative modes of transportation with transportation in the past . You 
pay close attention to these comparisons . You study the article’s text and graphic 
features—captions, diagrams, time lines—and think carefully about the details in the 
text to infer the main ideas . Using these specific text-dependent comprehension 
strategies helps you determine the most important text in the article . Once you 
grasp the big ideas, you are able to make your own judgments and draw your own 
conclusions about the issue .

“Metacognition, which is 
needed to use comprehension 
strategies well, can begin 
during direct teacher 
explanations and modeling of 
strategies, but develops most 
completely when students 
practice using comprehension 
strategies as they read.”

–Michael Pressley

Principal:  
“What are you doing?”

Principal:  
“What does that mean?”

Third-grade student:  
“I’m metacognating .”

Third-grade student:  
“I’m thinking about  

my thinking .”
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An article describes a corrupt government in a faraway country . You think  
about other books you have read about dictatorships . You think about your own 
experiences as a citizen of a democracy . You think about how you have felt when you 
were not allowed freedoms you believed you deserved . All of these connections to 
self, world, and text help you make your own judgments about the government you 
are reading about .

Text-dependent comprehension strategies are mental problem-solving actions 
initiated by a reader to gain meaning from the text . Metacognition, or “thinking 
about thinking,” takes strategic reading one step further by helping us recognize how 
we process information . Effective readers use comprehension and metacognitive 
strategies in conjunction to develop a deeper understanding of a content-area topic, 
a character’s motives, a book’s theme, and so on . Metacognitive strategies and 
specific text-dependent comprehension strategies go hand in hand . They support 
each other . Sometimes using metacognitive strategies leads us to apply specific text-
dependent comprehension strategies, and sometimes using specific text-dependent 
comprehension strategies facilitates our use of metacognitive strategies . 

Metacognitive Strategies

Text-Dependent 
Comprehension Strategies

Text-Dependent  
Comprehension Strategies:

• Analyze character 
• Analyze story elements 
•  Analyze text structure & 

organization
• Compare & contrast 
•  Distinguish & evaluate  

fact & opinion
• Draw conclusions 
• Evaluate author’s purpose  
• Identify cause & effect 
•  Identify main idea &  

supporting details
• Identify sequence of events 
• Make judgments 
• Make predictions 
• Summarize information
•  Use graphic features to  

interpret information
•  Use text features to  

locate information

Metacognitive Strategies:

• Ask questions 
• Determine text importance 
• Fix-up monitoring 
• Make connections 
• Make inferences 
• Summarize & synthesize 
• Visualize

The 
Reading-Thinking 

Cycle
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Benchmark Literacy Comprehension 
Instruction
In Benchmark Literacy, metacognitive strategies and specific text-dependent 
comprehension strategies are developmentally introduced, explicitly taught, and 
carefully spiraled from Kindergarten through Grade 6 . Assessment drives instruction . 
Each grade level has a Comprehension Strategy Assessment handbook that includes 
pre-, post-, and ongoing monitoring comprehension assessments for each specific 
comprehension strategy . These are the strategies students will be held accountable 
for on standardized reading assessments . 

The pre-assessment, which covers all of the text comprehension strategies for each 
grade level, allows teachers to identify strengths and weaknesses of their students in 
specific areas of comprehension . This information is then used to drive instruction . 
After explicit instruction with a particular comprehension strategy, the teacher 
can then progress-monitor an individual comprehension skill with an ongoing 
assessment .  

A unique feature of Benchmark Literacy is the tight correlation between whole-
group and small-group instruction . Each unit of whole-group instruction focuses on 
a specific text comprehension strategy and a metacognitive strategy . Week 1 focuses 
on explicit modeling and guided practice using short mentor passages on posters 
and interactive whiteboards . Week 2 provides an opportunity for students to practice 
strategies in the context of additional text models . And in Week 3, students revisit 
previously taught skills and strategies and integrate new strategies through Reader’s 
Theater rehearsal and performance .

The leveled text collection for each grade supports the same comprehension 
strategies taught during shared reading mini-lessons, and provides texts at a range 
of levels aligned with state curriculum standards . The texts in the collection are 
organized by specific text-dependent comprehension strategy to help you make a 
seamless transition from whole- to small-group instruction . As a direct follow-up to 
whole-group strategy instruction, students achieve greater gains as they apply the 
text-dependent comprehension strategy to a text at their developmental level .

Week 3 Whole-Group 
Mini-Lessons:

Collaborative close readings 
of complex texts to build 

fluency and integrate 
previously taught skills

Week 1 Whole-Group 
Mini-Lessons:

 
Explicit modeling  

and guided practice

Week 1 Small-Group:
Practice and apply strategies 

with comprehension  
anchor texts .

Week 2 Small-Group:
Practice and apply strategies 

with comprehension  
anchor texts .

Gradual-Release Comprehension Instruction Across Each Unit

3-Week Unit

Ongoing Assessment

Week 2 Whole-Group 
Mini-Lessons: 

Complex texts for close 
reading applying text-
dependent strategies

Week 3 Small-Group:
Apply new and previously 
taught strategies through 

Reader’s Theater .
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Each leveled text in the collection is accompanied by a Teacher’s Guide that explicitly 
teaches text-dependent comprehension strategies . Comprehension instruction 
begins before the text is read when the teacher assesses prior knowledge and builds 
necessary background for the concepts and specialized vocabulary . Many texts 
contain a table of contents and section headings that guide the students to make 
predictions and to read for specific information . After reading, a comprehension 
mini-lesson is provided for each text . It uses visual organizers for retelling or 
summarizing the main points, comparing ideas, identifying the sequence of 
events, making inferences, identifying the main idea and supporting details, and 
analyzing story elements . The lesson guide also directs teachers in helping students 
comprehend charts, graphs, diagrams, and other expository text features . In addition, 
the lesson guides cover the other four essential elements of reading, as well as 
supports for English learners .

Metacognitive—“Good Reader” Strategies  
in Benchmark Literacy

Metacognitive strategies are the underlying strategies all good readers apply before, 
during, and after they read to actively think about a text and monitor comprehension . 
We know from the writings of Stephanie Harvey, Anne Goudvis, and Ellin Oliver 
Keene, among others, that teachers can actively engage students in thinking, talking, 
and writing about texts . They need to teach students to use specific strategies to think 
about thinking . 

In Benchmark Literacy, the instruction supports teachers to model and guide practice 
with these strategies . Throughout each grade level, and from grade level to grade 
level, students review previously taught metacognitive strategies and learn that good 
readers do not apply them one at a time . Instead, good readers naturally draw on 
multiple metacognitive strategies during every reading experience .
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Metacognitive 
Strategy

Explanation

Ask questions

Readers ask questions before they read . They often pause during reading to ask questions that help them 
understand and stay involved in what they are reading . Good readers sometimes ask questions after they read . 
Readers ask the following kinds of questions:
• questions about unfamiliar words or confusing information
• questions that have answers right in the text
• questions that have answers that can be inferred from the text
• questions that are not answered in the text and will need further research or discussion

Determine text 
importance

Readers identify big ideas, themes, and specific information when they read . They may also evaluate the author’s 
purpose and point of view . Readers determine text importance in the following ways:
• activate and build prior knowledge
• determine what is important versus what is interesting
• distinguish between what to read carefully and what to ignore
• highlight important words and nonfiction text features (captions, labels, bullets, etc.)
• make notes and drawings in the margin to understand and remember the text
• determine author’s perspective, point of view, and/or opinion

Fix-up monitoring

When comprehension breaks down, readers use fix-up monitoring strategies to repair their comprehension . Some 
of the fix-up strategies good readers use are:
• stop and reread to clarify meaning
• read ahead to clarify meaning
• talk about what is confusing in the text
• write about what is confusing in the text

Make connections

Readers make connections when they link what they are reading to something they already know . Readers make 
three types of connections to texts:
• text to self: the reader makes a personal connection with the text
•  text to text: the reader makes a connection between the text he or she is reading and a text he or she has  

already read
• text to world: the reader makes a connection between the text and something in the world at large

Make inferences

Readers make inferences when they use clues and information in a text to figure something out that the author isn’t 
directly telling them . Sometimes they also use their prior knowledge to help them . Readers make inferences by:
• using story clues to figure out what is happening or why it is happening
•  using clues about characters (their actions, words, thoughts) to figure out what they are like  

and what they might do next
• using clues to figure out the book’s themes, or “big ideas”

Summarize and 
synthesize

Synthesizing is the opposite of analyzing . While analyzing requires readers to take text apart, synthesizing requires 
readers to put text together to form a new idea or perspective . Readers summarize and synthesize information in 
the following ways:
• summarize information by stating the big ideas
• make generalizations, judgments, and opinions
• distinguish between more important ideas and less important ideas
• stop to collect their thoughts about a topic before, during, and after reading

Visualize

Readers visualize when they form pictures in their minds to help them “see” and understand characters, settings, 
objects, and actions they are reading about . Readers visualize by using the following kinds of information:
• vivid verbs that describe actions
• adjectives that describe size, shape, color, and other details
•   graphic aids that tell size, shape, length, distance, time, and other information (such as charts, maps, time lines, 

diagrams, etc .)
• similes and metaphors that compare one thing to another
• sensory language that evokes how something feels, sounds, smells, or tastes
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Text-Dependent Comprehension Skills and Strategies

Good readers apply metacognitive strategies to every text, but certain texts also 
require readers to focus on specific text comprehension skills or strategies . In a 
procedural text, readers pay careful attention to the sequence of events . In a textbook 
chapter about the causes of the Civil War, students must be able to link causes and 
their effects . A mystery features embedded clues and evidence that good readers look 
for so that they can make inferences and draw conclusions to solve the mystery . And 
as they read a persuasive essay, readers must distinguish between the facts and the 
opinions the author has used to support his or her argument . 

Benchmark Literacy Text-Dependent Comprehension Strategies

Analyze character Use clues and evidence in the text—character descriptions, dialogue, actions, thoughts—to make 
inferences about the characters in a text .

Analyze story elements Examine the literary elements in a story—its characters, setting, and plot—to develop an 
appreciation and understanding of the work . 

Compare & contrast Find ways that two things are alike and different .

Distinguish & evaluate fact 
& opinion

Distinguish between facts and opinions in a text and use this information to make inferences, 
draw conclusions, and make judgments about the events, characters, and author’s purpose .

Draw conclusions

Determine what the author is suggesting without directly stating it . Conclusions are made during 
and after reading, and they are made from multiple (3+) pieces of information from the text . 
Students’ conclusions will vary but must be drawn from the evidence in the text and background 
knowledge .

Evaluate author’s purpose

Determine why the author wrote the passage or included specific information or text and graphic 
features . Authors can have more than one purpose for writing a text . These purposes may 
include to entertain, to inform, and to persuade . In addition, authors may have many reasons for 
including specific features in a text, for example, to clarify information, develop characters, and to 
make a reader think .

Identify cause and effect Find things that happened (effect) and why they happened (cause) . Text may contain multiple 
causes and effects .

Identify sequence of events Determine order of events for stories and for topics such as history, science, or biography .

Identify main idea and 
supporting details

Determine what the paragraph, page, or chapter is mostly about . Sometimes the main idea is 
stated and sometimes it is implied . Students must choose details that support the main idea, not 
just any detail . 

Make inferences
Determine what the author is suggesting without directly stating it . Inferences are usually made 
during reading and are made from one or two pieces of information from the text . Students’ 
inferences will vary but must be made from the evidence in the text and background knowledge .

Make judgments Use facts from the text, and existing beliefs, to evaluate an author’s positions or formulate 
opinions about the characters or situations in a text .

Make predictions Determine what might happen next in a story or nonfiction piece . Predictions are based on 
information presented in the text .

Summarize information Take key ideas from the text and put them together to create a shorter version of the original text . 
Summaries should have few, if any, details .
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Every text requires the application of specific text-dependent comprehension 
strategies and skills, and these are the text-dependent comprehension strategies and 
skills students must demonstrate their proficiency in when it comes to standardized 
reading assessments . 

Comprehension instruction in Benchmark Literacy follows a research-proven model-
guide-apply approach . Beginning in Kindergarten and continuing seamlessly through 
Grade 6, strategies spiral so that students deepen their understandings . Based on 
appropriate grade-level expectations, new and more challenging strategies are 
periodically introduced .  

10 Comprehension-Focused Units per Grade

Benchmark Literacy is divided into ten units of instruction per grade . The focus of 
each unit is one metacognitive strategy and one text comprehension skill or strategy .  
The ten units for Kindergarten are shown in the chart below .  

Each unit has three weeks of instruction that provide an intensive comprehension 
workshop that moves students from modeling to guided practice to independent 
application and integration of strategies . This instruction looks slightly different in 
Grades K–2 than in Grades 3–6 .

Benchmark Literacy Kindergarten Units of Instruction

Unit Metacognitive Strategy Text-Dependent Comprehension Strategies

1 Ask questions Identify main idea & supporting details

2 Visualize Analyze character

3 Determine text importance Identify sequence of events

4 Summarize & synthesize Analyze story elements

5 Make connections Make inferences

6 Fix-up monitoring Summarize information

7 Make inferences Make predictions

8 Determine text importance Compare & contrast

9 Make connections Identify cause & effect

10 Make inferences Draw conclusions
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Comprehension Instruction in Every Benchmark Literacy Unit

3 Weeks Per Unit Grades K–2 Grades 3–6

Week 1
Shared Reading Mini-Lessons: Teachers introduce, explicitly model, and guide practice of the focus strategies  
using the short mentor passages on the Anchor Comprehension Posters .

Differentiated Small-Group Reading: Students apply the unit strategies using strategy-focused leveled texts  
at a range of guided reading levels .

Week 2
Shared Reading Mini-Lessons: Teachers guide 
text-dependent comprehension practice in the context 
of a fiction or content-area nonfiction big book . 

Differentiated Small-Group Reading:
Students continue to apply the unit text-
dependent comprehension strategies using 
strategy-focused leveled texts at a range of 
guided reading levels .

Shared Reading Mini-Lessons: Teachers focus on a fiction or 
nonfiction genre using the graphic organizers and short mentor 
passages on the Genre Workshop posters . Students practice the 
unit text-dependent comprehension strategies within the genre 
context . 

Differentiated Small-Group Reading:  
Students read genre texts to expand their literary analysis skills 
and/or they read strategy-focused leveled texts to apply the unit 
text-dependent comprehension strategies .

Week 3

Shared Reading Mini-Lessons:
Students build specific fluency through explicit instruction using fluency poster passages . They integrate new and 
previously taught text-dependent comprehension strategies as they analyze, rehearse, and perform a Reader’s 
Theater script .

Differentiated Small-Group Reading:
Students rehearse the Reader’s Theater script and/or read leveled texts to apply the unit strategy focus or previously 
taught strategies and skills .
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The Components of Comprehensive Literacy  
& Reader’s Workshop

Reading Block Components

Primary and intermediate teachers have discovered the powerful effects of instruction 
that includes the components of comprehensive literacy and the reader’s workshop 
model: reading aloud, shared reading mini-lessons, small-group reading, independent 
reading, conferencing, word study, and ongoing assessment . Benchmark Literacy 
supports all of these instructional settings .

Interactive Read-Aloud

Reading to students is one of the best ways to engage them with text . Children of 
all ages love to listen to literature, and as teachers read stories, poems, novels, and 
informational texts to their students, they model the joy of reading and the range of 
genres and text types students will encounter in their own reading . 

Interactive read-alouds serve the added purpose of demonstrating to students how 
teachers actively think about a text as they read it . In Benchmark Literacy, teachers are 
encouraged to use classic and contemporary award-winning read-alouds to model the 
metacognitive strategies all good readers use . A grade-specific list of recommended 
read-aloud titles is provided for every unit of instruction in the back of this guide . 
Also provided are read-aloud suggestions and sample prompts for targeting specific 
metacognitive strategies .

Multi-genre trade literature recommendations provided

“Reading aloud enables children to 
hear the rich language of stories and 
texts they cannot yet read on their 
own or might never have chosen 
to read . . . Reading aloud—in all 
grades—has long been viewed as a 
critical factor in producing successful 
readers as well as learners who are 
interested in reading.”

—Regie Routman
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“One of the major goals of 
shared reading is to help 
children develop a range of 
effective strategies for reading 
and understanding text. A great 
deal of teaching and learning 
happens every time active 
learners meet with a responsive 
teacher to read and reread 
shared books and to engage in 
discussion and analysis of texts.”

—Brenda Parkes

Benchmark Literacy Big Books  
include classics by Brenda Parkes.

Shared Reading

Shared reading is a collaborative experience that allows all students in a classroom 
to engage in the reading process, regardless of their reading levels or reading 
abilities . As the teacher and students read together, challenging texts become 
accessible, and students build experience with the written word and strengthen 
their problem-solving abilities . While all of this is occurring, the teacher cheerfully 
models the practices and thought processes of a good reader, and provides  
in-depth strategy instruction as well .

In Grades K–2, shared reading typically uses oversized big books and posters with 
enlarged print and illustrations that every student can see and enjoy, even when 
sitting toward the back of the room . Shared reading texts are specifically designed 
to consider the needs of children at the Emergent and Early stages of reading 
development . The stories feature rhythm, rhyme, and rich language that students 
will want to read again and again . Shared reading can also include poetry, songs, 
and expository texts . Vivid illustrations and large, appealing photographs keep the 
students’ attention .

During a typical shared reading, the teacher reads the text out loud, pointing a 
finger or sweeping a hand under the words, inviting the students 
to follow along . Some children may participate only   
at the listening level, while others read along . Reading in 
unison gives the students confidence: They are supported  
by their peers rather than being isolated and worried 
about making a mistake . 
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Along the way, teachers stop to think aloud about the strategies that help a reader 
better understand the text, artfully crafting the lesson to provide the necessary 
structure for a successful experience . 

They then reread the text over a period of days or even weeks to model additional 
reading and thinking strategies, always with a specific focus in mind . But don’t 
worry—no one will tire of the book . In fact, students will likely clamor for teachers to 
“Read it again!” as they come to consider the story a familiar and trusted friend .

Even students in the earliest phases of a reading program can take pleasure in 
rich, authentic, compelling literature that their word-identification skills would not 
otherwise allow them to access . 

In addition:
 • Students are able to see firsthand what quality writing looks and sounds like.
 • Students develop basic reading concepts and learn how print works.
 •  Students learn to recognize letters, words, and language patterns as  

they interact with the text .
 •  Teachers have multiple opportunities to model fluent reading and  

problem-solving strategies .

Shared reading gives students the opportunity to work with a text in a 
nonthreatening way while developing a strong foundation for small-group and 
independent reading . The voluntary nature of shared reading invites students to take 
greater risks while scaffolded by their peers and the teacher’s thinking and modeling . 
Shared reading also supports learners through different modalities, such as big 
books, small books, and whiteboard displays .

Gradual Release of Responsibility

Benchmark Literacy recognizes that each student develops on an individual time line . 
When well planned and executed, shared reading is a developmentally appropriate 
way to differentiate instruction in a whole-group setting . As teachers gradually 
release responsibility, students begin to see themselves as co-readers . Drawn in 
by the text’s content, students take on more and more active roles in the reading 
process . 

When teachers reflect on their students as learners, teachers must think about the 
progression that all effective, active learning follows . You see something done, you 
have a chance to try it on your own with support, and then you are ready to try it  
by yourself . The process is how we learn to ride a bicycle—beginning with training 
wheels . The same model applies to learning how to cook or walk!

“We are likely to teach a strategy  
by modeling the strategy for 
the class; guiding students in its 
practice in large groups, small 
groups, and in pairs; and providing 
large blocks of time for students to 
read independently and practice 
using and applying strategies.   
This is what Pearson and Gallagher 
call the Gradual Release of 
Responsibility framework for 
instruction.”   

—Harvey and Goudvis
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As students leave the comfort zone of shared reading, they are challenged in small-
group settings, where they have even more responsibility for reading and applying 
what they have learned . While working in their instructional zone, they continue to 
receive strategy support from you on an as-needed basis .

The greatest amount of responsibility comes when students are reading 
independently . As a teacher, you have had the opportunity to hold their hands while 
showing them what to do, and now you expect them to stretch their wings and 
transfer their learning . All of the quality instruction you have provided is tested in the 
realm of independent reading .
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Shared Reading Mini-Lessons for Grades K–2 and 3–6

Within the Benchmark Literacy shared reading lessons for Grades K–2, teachers 
use high-interest, classic fiction big books, informational nonfiction big books based 
on curriculum standards, Reader’s Theater scripts, and short mentor passages on 
posters to model and guide practice with a range of skills and strategies . In Grades 
3–6, teachers use carefully written mentor passages on posters to model and guide 
practice .

Anchor Comprehension Posters for Grades K–6 provide a context for explicit text-
dependent comprehension strategy instruction . This explicit whole-group instruction 
is then reinforced during small-group reading with exemplary comprehension-
focused leveled texts provided within each grade-level text collection .

Poster 1: Introduce the strategies . Poster 2: Model the strategies .

Poster 3: Guide practice with the strategies . Poster 4: Apply the strategies independently .

Shared Reading Mini-Lesson Focus

Grades K–2 Grades 3–6

• Comprehension
• Concepts about print
•  Nonfiction text and graphic features
• Text structure and organization
• Vocabulary development
• Fluency
• Shared writing 

• Comprehension
• Genre study/literary analysis
• Text and graphic features
• Text structure and organization
• Vocabulary
• Fluency
• Shared writing 
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Fluency Posters for Grades K–6 target specific expressive reading skills that support 
comprehension .

Reader’s Theater Big Books or Lap Books for Grades K–1 help teachers model 
concepts about print, early reading strategies, and fluency skills to scaffold young 
students toward small-group rehearsal and performances .
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Fiction and Nonfiction Big Books for Grades K–2 allow students to apply 
reading strategies in the context of engaging literary experiences .

Genre Workshop Posters for Grades 3–6 introduce the features of key genres 
found in English language arts standards, and provide mentor texts for students to 
analyze . These whole-group mini-lessons prepare students to read the Readers’ & 
Writers’ Genre Workshop titles provided in the small-group leveled text collections 
for each grade .

Use rhyme, rhythm, and 
repetition to build early 
reading strategies .

Introduce nonfiction text 
structures and text features .

Build academic content 
vocabulary .
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Small-Group Guided Reading Instruction

Small-group reading is an assisted literacy experience in which the teacher supports 
and guides students with texts on their instructional level before, during, and after 
reading . Each group consists of two to six students . The flexible setting allows 
the teacher to promote oral language development (particularly for ELLs), match 
students’ reading abilities to appropriate materials, observe reading behaviors, and 
model and prompt for specific strategies that will improve students’ word-solving, 
comprehension, and fluency . 

While observing and documenting each student’s current strategies, the teacher 
will eventually find groups in which some students are developing at a faster or 
slower rate than the others, even though all started with similar strengths and needs . 
When this happens, the teacher should move the students to other groups based on 
evidence of their literacy learning . This type of dynamic, flexible grouping allows the 
teacher to individualize instruction rather than having static groups of learners follow 
the same prescribed paths . 

Each grade level in Benchmark Literacy has a leveled text collection that supports 
differentiated reading instruction for students at a range of guided reading levels . 
Each grade-specific collection includes both fiction and nonfiction titles specifically 
chosen to address the text-dependent comprehension strategies students have 
learned and practiced during whole-group shared reading mini-lessons . To support 
seamless whole-to-small group strategy instruction, these texts for Grades K–6 span a 
range of guided reading levels from A/1 to X/60 . 

“Guided reading plays a particular 
and very important role in reading 
workshop. Its purpose is to help 
readers develop systems of strategic 
actions for processing increasingly 
challenging texts.” 

—Fountas and Pinnell

Benchmark Literacy leveled text titles are organized by unit comprehension 
strategy for seamless whole-to-small group strategy instruction.
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Benchmark Literacy Leveled Texts by Grade

The individual Teacher’s Guide for each leveled text clearly defines the small-group reading 
sequence and offers examples, think-alouds, modeling, questions, and blackline masters 
to support the teacher every step of the way . In addition, each title is supported with 
Comprehension Question Card, which has formal and informal assessment materials that 
offer the resources needed for high-quality instruction .

The leveled texts for small-group guided reading contain many literacy and language 
supports for students reading at levels A/1 to X/60 . Nonfiction text features are also 
carefully scaffolded across levels to support readers as they acquire understanding of the 
genre . Nonfiction text structures are also found throughout the book and in lessons to 
support comprehension .

Each title has an explicit 
Teacher’s Guide and a 
Comprehension Question Card.

Leveled Text Reading Levels by Grade

Number 
Level

Letter 
Level K 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL

1 A 20       20
2 B 10       10
3 C 10 10      20
4 C 10 10      20
5 D 10 10      20
6 D 10 10      20
7 E  10      10
8 E  10      10
9 F  10      10
10 F  10      10
11 G  10      10
12 G  10      10
13 H  10 10     20
14 H  10 10     20
15 I  10 10     20
16 I  10 10     20
18 J  10 10 5 5   30
20 K   10 5 5   20
24 L   10     10
28 M   10 10    20
30 N   10 14  4  28
34 O    13 10 2  25
38 P    13 10   23
40 Q    10 14 3 4 31
40 R    10 16 12 2 40
44 S     10 12 3 25
44 T      14 11 25    
50 U      13 10 23
60 V      10 13 23
60 W      10 13 23
60 X       24 24
  70 150 90 80 70 80 80 620
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Benchmark Literacy Leveled Texts follow the leveling system recommended by 
Fountas & Pinnell, DRA, Reading Recovery, and Lexile . All of the Benchmark Literacy 
leveled texts are precisely leveled and carefully written to include the various 
supportive features for each level of reading development . See the Appendix for the 
Benchmark Literacy Leveled Text Conversion Guide reference chart .

When using leveled texts, teachers group students based on similar needs . 
When using the Reader’s Theater scripts, however, teachers can group students 
heterogeneously .

During small-group reading, the emphasis is on practicing and extending a variety of 
competencies . These include:
 •  learning the academic content vocabulary integral to understanding  

the topic at hand
 •  making connections between the text and prior knowledge and experiences 
 •  monitoring comprehension and using appropriate fix-up strategies,  

such as asking questions, visualizing, and rereading
 •  using text features, such as the table of contents, headings, glossary,  

index, bullets, sidebars, and captions, to locate information
 •  interpreting graphic features, such as diagrams, tables, charts, maps,  

and graphs
 •  using text-dependent comprehension strategies, such as comparing and 

contrasting, drawing conclusions, and evaluating author’s purpose
 •  decoding a wide array of visual patterns and word parts
 •  noting the author’s grammar and usage and understanding how  

they contribute to the reader’s understanding
 •  summarizing the key concepts in the text
 •  answering text-dependent questions about the text
 • practicing techniques that improve reading fluency

The Cueing System

In order for learners to reach high levels of literacy development, teachers must 
also be knowledgeable about the reading process . They must be able to identify the 
strengths of their students and use this information to design appropriate literacy 
experiences that promote problem solving . The main goal of reading instruction is to 
create proficient readers who have a repertoire of strategies for independent reading . 
An important characteristic of a good reader is that he or she integrates the cueing 
system while reading fluently and expressively, focusing primarily on meaning .
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Cues are simply sources of information . A reader constantly builds and integrates 
these networks of information and uses them to check and confirm his or her 
responses to a text . The three sources of text information, or cues, are:

  1.  Meaning Cues: These relate to the author’s intended message and purpose . 
They also involve the reader’s background knowledge and identification of 
particular concepts found in the text . The pictures help the reader gain access 
to the meaning of the text as well .

 2.  Structural Cues: These are derived from the reader’s oral language and 
exposure to book talk . Good readers monitor their grammatical substitutions 
by asking, “Does it sound right this way?”

 3.  Visual Cues: Graphophonics relates to the letters, words, and sounds that are 
incorporated in a text . These elements of the text require the reader to access 
the visual information in order to read the text .

In addition to grade-specific leveled texts, Benchmark Literacy includes multi-leveled 
Reader’s Theater scripts for small-group instruction . While guided reading lessons 
encourage the flexible grouping of students with similar needs and reading levels, 
multi-leveled Reader’s Theater scripts support a mixed-ability small group, with each 
student reading at his particular reading level along with peers who may be reading 
above, below, or on the same level .

MEANING
(semantics)

VISUAL
(graphophonic,  
sound/symbol)

INDEPENDENT 
READER

STRUCTURAL
(syntactic/grammar)
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Independent Reading

In independent reading, the final stage of comprehensive literacy, students take 
responsibility for their reading . As the continuum of reading instruction flows 
from teacher read-alouds to shared reading to guided reading, students learn and 
practice good reading strategies with varying amounts of responsibility . In the early 
stages of comprehensive literacy, student responsibility was interposed with teacher 
responsibility . In the independent reading stage, students are required to self-select 
and to read materials at their own “just right” levels . They demonstrate capability 
in navigating texts and practice what they have learned about comprehending text . 
By self-selecting texts, students take control of what they read and thereby become 
confident, motivated, and enthusiastic about reading . During independent reading, 
students keep reading logs and reading response journals . The teacher is required to 
review these logs and journals and to conference with individual students to monitor 
their progress .

In Benchmark Literacy, independent reading is encouraged through the use 
of classroom libraries . Independent reading time can occur regularly during 
independent workstation rotations in the small-group reading block . The Small-
Group Reading Instructional Planners for each unit (in the Teacher’s Resource 
System) show teachers exactly how to incorporate this independent reading time 
into their daily schedule . In addition, optional leveled Fluency Kits for Independent 
Practice are available for teachers who would like to focus on partner reading for 
fluency development during independent reading time .

“The single activity that consistently 
correlates with high levels of 
performance on standardized 
tests of reading ability is frequent, 
voluminous reading.”

—Nancie Atwell

Students are encouraged to self-select classroom 
library titles at their independent reading levels.
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Conferencing

Time is built into each day’s literacy block for one-on-one teacher-student 
conferencing to occur . The Benchmark Literacy Toolkits for Grades K–2 and 3–6 
provide a Conference Note-Taking Form to help guide conferences . Teachers are 
encouraged to use the conference time for the following purposes:
 • reinforce strategies
 • discuss reading and writing habits and interests
 • monitor students’ transfer of strategies to independent reading
 • administer ongoing assessment
 • guide student selection of “just-right” books for independent reading
 • revisit text level placement
 • plan and monitor inquiry and research projects

Phonics & Word Study

Phonological awareness is the ability to hear and orally manipulate sounds in spoken 
language . It includes the recognition of words within sentences, the ability to hear 
rhyming units within words, the ability to hear syllables within words, and the ability 
to hear and manipulate phonemes, or individual sounds, within words, which is 
known as phonemic awareness . Phonemic awareness is the understanding that the 
sounds of spoken language work together to make words .

Phonics instruction focuses on teaching students the relationships between the 
sounds of the letters and the written symbols . In phonics instruction, students 
are taught to use these relationships to read and write words . Phonics instruction 
assumes that these sound/symbol relationships are systematic and predictable and 
that knowing these relationships will help students read words that are new to them .

Intermediate-level word study instruction builds seamlessly on the K–2 instruction, 
providing the word analysis skills students need to comprehend challenging texts . 

Benchmark Literacy StartUp, BuildUp, and SpiralUp Phonics for Grades K–2 and 
Word Study & Vocabulary Kits for Grades 3–6 reflect the most current research on 
how to teach phonemic awareness, phonics, and word study effectively . 

“Conferring with young readers first 
involves research in order to learn 
where the child is as a reader and 
understand the child’s intention, 
then deciding what we should teach, 
and then teaching in a way that can 
influence what the child does on 
another day with another book.”

 
—Lucy Calkins

“The most effective instruction in 
phonics, spelling, and vocabulary 
links word study to the texts being 
read, provides a systematic scope 
and sequence of word level skills, 
and provides multiple opportunities 
for hands-on practice and 
application.” 

—Donald Bear
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Each unit provides 20 to 30 minutes of daily instruction for a 5-day cycle per 
targeted skill area . Lessons build sequentially and include an ongoing spiral review 
of previously taught skills . Opportunities to engage in active, hands-on, multi-modal 
activities connect explicitly taught skills in the context of reading, writing, and spelling . 
Screening and placement assessments, pre-/post-assessments, ongoing progress 
monitoring, and unit-specific assessments accompany each grade-level set .

Grade Resource Skills

Kindergarten StartUp Phonics

Phonological awareness
Phonemic awareness
Letter discrimination
Letter identification
Consonants and short vowel sound/symbol relationships

Grade 1 BuildUp Phonics

Phonemic awareness
Initial and final blends and clusters
Long vowels
Digraphs
Variant vowels
Diphthongs
Soft and silent letters

Grade 2 SpiralUp Phonics
Advanced phonetic elements
Syllable patterns with multisyllabic words
Word study instruction

Grade 3
Word Study  
& Vocabulary,  
Kit 1 Start

Compound words
Open and closed syllable patterns
Complex consonants
Word study investigations: anagrams

Grade 4
Word Study  
& Vocabulary,  
Kit 2 Build

Accented and unaccented syllables
Syllable juncture patterns
Word study investigations: homophones and  
homographs

Grade 5
Word Study  
& Vocabulary,  
Kit 3 Spiral

Commonly found prefixes and suffixes
Vowel and consonant changes
Commonly found Greek and Latin elements
Word study investigations: acronyms and abbreviations

Grade 6
Word Study  
& Vocabulary,  
Kit 4 Extend

Challenging prefixes and suffixes
Challenging Greek and Latin elements
Word study investigations: eponyms, portmanteau words
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Using Assessment to Drive Instruction in 
Benchmark Literacy
The most effective reading instruction is driven by assessment . Benchmark Literacy 
includes a wide variety of pre-, post-, and ongoing assessment tools to link 
assessment with instructional decision making . Assessments that target a variety of 
reading levels and that relate to the specific targeted instructional focus skills and 
strategies provide opportunities for authentic assessment and progress monitoring . 
The following formal and informal assessment components are provided .

Formal Assessment Components

Grade-Specific Comprehension Strategy Assessment Handbooks provide pre- 
and post-assessments for all program strategies . The item analysis form at the back 
of each handbook allows teachers to analyze student proficiency in specific types 
of text-dependent comprehension strategies . Each handbook also includes two 
progress-monitoring assessments per strategy so teachers can monitor students’ 
ongoing progress .

“The primary purpose of formative 
assessment is to improve learning, 
not merely audit it. It is assessment 
for learning rather that assessment 
of learning. Formative assessment 
is both an instructional tool that 
teachers and their students use 
while learning is occurring and an 
accountability tool to determine 
if learning has occurred. In 
other words, to be formative, 
assessments must inform the 
decisions that teachers and their 
students make minute by minute in 
the classroom.” 

—Moss and Brookhart

Comprehension Strategy Assessments for Grades K–6
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The Benchmark Literacy Phonics Teacher Resource Systems provide task-specific 
one-on-one assessments to evaluate K–2 students’ phonological and phonics 
development . Screeners may be administered at the beginning of the year for 
planning instruction and at the end of the year for documenting growth .

The Word Study & Vocabulary Overview & Assessment Handbooks provide  
task-specific group assessments that enable teachers to identify students’ strengths 
and weaknesses . 

Informal Assessment Components

Informal Assessment Handbooks for comprehension, fluency, vocabulary, and 
reading development provide teacher observation checklists, forms, and rubrics 
for ongoing assessment . These forms can be used to record observations of 
student performance during whole- and small-group instruction . Developmentally 
appropriate student self-assessment checklists are also provided .

Initial screening and placement and 
pre-/post-assessments for Grades 3–6

Benchmark Literacy Informal Assessment Handbooks for Grades K–6

Pre- and Post-Assessments 
for Grades K–2
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The Benchmark Literacy Oral Reading Records Kit (an optional component of the 
program) provides teachers with 2 unseen assessment texts per level (one fiction 
and one nonfiction) for levels A–Z . The teacher’s handbook with this kit includes 
oral reading record forms for every assessment text and instructions on how to 
administer, score, and interpret the results of oral reading records . 

 
A phonics and word study quick-check assessment is provided for every week 
of instruction in Benchmark Literacy . These assessments can be administered in 
a whole-group setting and allow teachers to identify those students who have 
mastered the skill and those who need more support . 

Phonics and Word Study Quick-Check Assessments 
for Grades K–6

Oral Reading Records
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Close Reading

Close reading is the careful and purposeful reading and rereading of a text to 
develop deep understanding of the text . Readers focus on the text to understand 
what the author is saying, what the author’s purpose is, what the words mean, and 
what the text structure tells them . 

Benchmark Literacy supports students in their deep thinking through close reading . 
Close reading is taught during whole-group mini-lessons through teacher modeling 
of short texts . First, students read the text to see what it says, and then, students are 
guided to reread the text to see what it means . Teachers guide students to do close 
reading using the Texts for Close Reading student book, a book of short and extended 
reads . Text-dependent questions are used to guide students to read closely and to 
gather evidence from the text to use in their answers . These aren’t simply recall 
questions—just the facts of the text—but rather questions that allow students to think 
about the text, the author’s purpose, the structure, and the meaning of the text . 

The Texts for Close Reading student book includes the texts used for all three weeks 
of each Benchmark Literacy unit . In Grades K–2 these include: strategy posters 2, 3, 
and 4 from week 1; the fiction or nonfiction big book from week 2; and the fluency 
poster from week 3 . 

In Grades 3–6 these include strategy posters 2, 3, and 4 from week 1; genre posters 
2 and 3 plus an extended read from week 2; and the fluency poster and Reader’s 
Theater excerpts from week 3 .
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Using Writing to Sources

Current State and Common Core Standards emphasize the importance of rigorous, 
text-dependent oral and written responses . They require that students engage with 
texts directly and deeply to draw on textual evidence and to support valid inferences 
from the text .

In order for students to be college- and career-ready writers, they must learn to 
assert and defend claims; explain what they know about a particular subject; and 
convey what they have experienced, imagined, thought, and felt . Writing to Sources 
provides frequent opportunities for students to practice writing in a wide range of 
genres and provides authentic practice for standardized writing assessments .

Each prompt in Writing to Sources is tied directly to the texts students read in each 
week of Benchmark Literacy . The prompts require that students engage directly with 
the texts in order to successfully complete the task . You may have students complete 
the writing tasks at independent workstations during the small-group reading block, 
or as homework assignments . 
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Benchmark Writer’s Workshop
Benchmark Writer’s Workshop was designed with the belief that all students 
can become better writers with explicit, gradual-release instruction that is 
developmentally appropriate for them . A complete bibliography of the research 
underlying Benchmark Writer’s Workshop is provided in the backmatter of the 
Benchmark Writer’s Workshop Teacher’s Resource System .   

Beliefs About Writing Instruction Support Within Benchmark 
Writer’s Workshop 

Teachers should be writers, mentors, 
and guides, supporting students’ writing 
development in a risk-free atmosphere  
of collaboration .

Mini-lessons feature carefully constructed  
think-alouds that support teachers in 
establishing a mentor relationship in which 
they share their own writing experiences .

Teachers build on students’ strengths by  
modeling and gradually releasing the 
writing process to students .

Every mini-lesson follows a focus–rehearse 
(model–guide) approach that scaffolds 
students into the independent writing time .

Every student can become a better writer 
if teachers provide instruction within their 
zone of proximal development .

Every mini-lesson includes strategies to 
adapt instruction to meet the needs of 
struggling writers and English learners .

In addition, Responsive Conferring Prompts 
to Support and Scaffold Writers help 
teachers provide individualized feedback 
based on students’ needs .

Student choice plays a motivational role in  
the quality of writing that a student 
produces . The love of writing helps students 
become better writers, and better writers 
usually become better readers and more 
successful test-takers .

In every genre unit of study, students’ own 
curiosities, interests, and memories feed the 
brainstorming process . Developing writers 
are encouraged to write about topics that 
are meaningful and motivating to them .

The writer’s workshop model provides 
the supportive gradual-release context for 
students to learn the processes, craft, and 
conventions of writing .

Lessons focus not only on the process 
of writing, but also on genre awareness, 
author’s craft, grammar, conventions, and 
research . 

Listening, speaking, and reading are 
reciprocal processes that support students’ 
writing development .

Every mini-lesson incorporates the four 
domains of listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing .
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The chart below summarizes the genres for each grade level in Benchmark Writer’s 
Workshop . You will note that at every grade level, students focus on narrative, 
informational, and persuasive writing .  

Genre Text Type K 1 2 3 4 5 6

Journal

Narrative

• •
Personal Narrative • • • •
Realistic Fiction • •
Historical Fiction • •
Memoir • •
Science Fiction •
Informational Report

Informational

• • • • • •
Procedural   • • •
Biography • •
Research Report •
Book Review

Opinion/Argument

• • •
Persuasive Essay •
Persuasive Letter • • •

Explicit Mini-Lessons Mentor Read-Alouds

Mentor Read-Aloud texts  
provide effective models and support 
for ongoing writing instruction .

Teacher’s Resource Systems  
(1 per grade) provide explicit model/
guide mini-lessons .
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Multicultural Awareness and Diversity in 
Benchmark Literacy 

Multicultural Awareness & Diversity 

Benchmark Literacy is committed to supporting multicultural awareness and sensitivity 
to the diversity represented in our nation’s classrooms . This commitment can be found 
through the careful selection of images for texts, inclusion of background information 
and support for teachers, and the carefully written, considerate texts that spotlight 
all cultural and gender groups in positive contexts . The following examples spotlight 
the various ways multicultural awareness and diversity are handled throughout the 
Benchmark Literacy program and texts .

Accurate & Non-Stereotypical Representation 

Contemporary, urban settings with characters from different cultural 
heritages, ages, genders and socioeconomic levels are found in many texts .

“Students who identify with 
the texts they read are more 
thoughtfully engaged.”

—Chinn, Anderson, and 
Waggoner

Children of color are shown 
in suburban, middle-, and 
upper-class neighborhoods.   

Inclusion of students with physical disabilities  
is evident throughout many texts.  

Men, women, and children of different races, 
ethnicities, and abilities are represented in a 
variety of roles and careers. 
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Represent the American Experience as Multicultural

Biographies and representations of women and men celebrate notable people 
from a wide variety of cultures and ethnicities whose roles in history and world 
events often have broken stereotypical boundaries .  

History and social studies books cover a wide variety of state and national 
standards while making sure to represent men and women of many cultures, 
ethnicities, and lifestyles .

This book about a “Wild West” community  
describes the many cultures that made this 
community possible, including the Chinese 
American immigrant population.

This text gives clear voice to the Native American 
experience during the time of the explorers. The text 
explains how their lives were dramatically altered 
when they discovered explorers on their shores.
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Balance of Age, Race, Gender, and  
Family Configurations

Sometimes it is not what you say, but what you don’t say .  One of the strengths of the 
Benchmark Literacy books is the inclusion of images of children, women, and men 
from a variety of cultures and ethnicities all doing all types of jobs and often breaking 
stereotypical boundaries . 

This Reader’s Theater 
script features a feisty 
senior citizen befriended 
by a diverse group of 
neighborhood kids. 

“The goal is to allow students 
to value their diversity in 
experiences, ways of learning, 
and outcomes.”

—Kaser and Short 

A multigenerational 
Asian American family 
represents a variety of 
configurations. Other 
texts include single-
parent and multiracial- 
family configurations.

A contemporary fiction 
series includes kids  
from diverse ethnic 
backgrounds.  
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Represent a Variety of World Locations

Benchmark Literacy books cover high-interest topics all over the world, 
representing cultures, countries, and issues from six continents .  

Holidays, customs, art, music, and food from all 
over the world are spotlighted. Books about daily 
life around the world help students understand the 
cultures, customs, and common experiences  
that we all share.

Other titles show how people from all 
over the world work together to help 
one another in times of war and in 
times of natural disasters. 

Literary Contributions from Many Cultures 

Contemporary fiction and nonfiction titles represent a wide variety of cultures and 
ethnicities . In addition, multicultural traditional literature examples such as folktales, tall 
tales, fables, myths, and legends are included . Traditional nursery rhymes and songs 
are also brought into a more contemporary representation as well .   
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Components at a Glance—Grade K

Teacher Resources Shared Reading

o  10 Big Books (including fiction and nonfiction titles)

o  40 Comprehension Anchor 
Posters with clings

o 10 Fluency Posters

o  2 Spiral-Bound 
Teacher’s Resource Systems

•  Recommended Trade Books 
for Read-Aloud

• Read-Aloud Strategies

o  1 Benchmark Literacy Toolkit  
that contains a getting 
started guide, comprehensive 
assessment resources, and 
professional development tools

o  1 Writing to Sources 
Handbook with text-dependent 
writing prompts and conventions 
of English mini-lessons

Read-Aloud Support

o 20 Copies
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70 leveled text titles packaged in 6-packs 
by comprehension focus:

Benchmark Phonics StartUp 

Small-Group/Guided Reading Phonemic Awareness and Phonics

Benchmark 
Writer’s Workshop

o  Explicit 12-Page 
Teacher’s Guide  
for every title

o  Comprehension 
Question Card  
for every title

o  Teacher Comprehension 
Flip Chart and Student 
Book Marks

o  25 Benchmark Phonics 
StartUp Level 2 Units 
for developing phonemic 
awareness, short vowels,  
and consonants

o  50 Benchmark Phonics  
StartUp Level 1 Units for 
developing/reviewing letter 
discrimination, letter recognition, 
and phonological awareness 

o  10 Titles  
at level B/2

o  10 Titles  
at level C/3

o  10 Titles  
at level C/4

o  10 Titles  
at level D/5

o  10 Titles  
at level D/6

o  20 Titles  
at level A/1 

o  Responsive 
Prompts Flip 
Chart

26 Phonics Posters

Gradual-release 
mini-lessons and 
mentor texts for 
all levels of writing 
development.
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TEACHERS’ Toolkit
Contents at a Glance

ToolTool What It ProvidesWhat It Provides

Informal Assessments  
for Reading Development
Observe and document students’ reading 
progress over time using the informal 
assessments in this volume.

Informal Assessments  
for Vocabulary Development
Evaluate students’ Tier One (high-frequency) 
vocabulary, Tier Two (robust) vocabulary, and 
Tier Three (academic) vocabulary with a range 
of assessment tools.

Comprehension  
Strategy Assessments
Each volume provides comprehensive 
pre- and post-assessments for all program 
text-dependent comprehension strategies, 
plus 2 ongoing assessments per strategy for 
progress monitoring.  
1 per toolkit.

Informal Assessments  
for Fluency Development
Rubrics, checklists, and one-minute oral fluency 
assessments help you evaluate reading rate  
and prosody skills.

Informal Assessments  
for Text Comprehension
Use these assessments, along with the formal 
Comprehension Strategy Assessments, for 
a detailed snapshot of students’ control 
over metacognitive and text-dependent 
comprehension strategies.

Grade-Specific Overview,  
Strategies & Skills
Consult the 7 grade-level volumes to  
learn about each grade’s components,  
unit organization, and instruction. 

2 Versions (K–2, 3–6)

The First 30 Days of School: 
Routines & Rituals
by Jane Shook and Patty Brinkman

30 mini-lessons help you establish the 
habits, rules, procedures, and skills students 
need during small-group and independent 
reading.  
1 per toolkit. (K–2 or 3–6)

Tool
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TEACHERS’ Toolkit
Contents at a Glance (continued)

ToolTool What It ProvidesWhat It Provides

Grades K–2 or 3–8

Comprehension Power Tool 
Flip Charts
Use the flip chart to understand four 
levels of text-dependent comprehension 
strategies that students need in order 
to succeed on standardized reading 
assessments. Use the prompts and 
strategies with any text during small-group 
reading instruction.  
1 per toolkit. (K–2 or 3–8)

Guide to Comprehension  
Question Cards
Learn how to use the Comprehension 
Question Cards for each Benchmark 
Literacy leveled text to help students 
develop text-dependent comprehension 
and test-taking strategies.

Responsive Prompts for 
Metacognitive and Comprehension 
Strategy Development
With this tool, your teachers can use 
differentiated responsive prompts during 
small-group reading instruction to support 
students’ use of metacognitive and text-
dependent comprehension strategies, 
and develop their academic oral language 
during strategy discussions. 

Conversion Guide  
for Leveled Texts
Correlate Benchmark Literacy leveled texts to 
DRA, Fountas & Pinnell, Reading Recovery, and 
Lexile levels using this easy reference chart.

Guide to Leveled Text Characteristics
Learn the characteristics of Benchmark 
Education’s precisely leveled texts, and how 
they support and challenge students across the 
developmental continuum.

Text Complexity Flip Chart
Learn how to gauge text complexity of 
texts with a visual guide to quantitative and 
qualitative leveling of Benchmark Education 
shared and small-group reading texts. 
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Using Benchmark Literacy Lessons

Planning Your Units of Instruction

Each Benchmark Literacy unit has Unit Planning Pages that help guide your 
instruction throughout the three weeks . 

Unit Divider Front  

The divider tab for each 
unit shows the unit 
skills at a glance .

Suggested trade book read-aloud 
titles for the unit are provided .  
A complete grade-level listing is also 
provided at the back of your spiral-
bound teacher’s guide .

The Phonics Workshop 
instruction for Grades K–2 is 
provided through the StartUp, 
BuildUp, and SpiralUp Units . 
The Word Study Workshop 
instruction for Grades 3–6 is 
provided through the Word 
Study & Vocabulary Units for  
Kits 1–4 .

Benchmark Literacy shared 
reading resources provide 
rich opportunities to make 
cultural connections . 
This chart helps you 
preview the selections for 
relevant opportunities, 
and it supports teachers 
to introduce multicultural 
content in a sensitive way .

Unit Divider Back  

Cross-curricular projects are 
provided for each unit . These 
projects provide students 
with opportunities to work 
collaboratively and demonstrate 
their knowledge through writing, 
role play, and presentations . These 
projects give students meaningful 
contexts in which to use technology 
resources and media . 
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Unit Components at a Glance

The components for 
each week are provided 
in this visual reference 
guide to help you plan 
your instruction .

The suggested time table helps you plan your daily instruction .

Small-Group Reading Instruction Planner

The Week 3 rotation 
chart shows you how 
to embed Reader’s 
Theater rehearsal 
into your small-group 
instructional block .

Each grade-level text collection includes specific titles for each unit of instruction . 
These titles represent a range of levels to support differentiated instruction . These 
titles are listed on every Small-Group Reading Planner, and there is a complete list 
of leveled texts by unit at the back of your spiral-bound teacher’s guide .

Weeks 1 and 2 share 
the same suggested 
rotation chart . If your 
literacy block does not 
accommodate three 
small reading groups per 
day, you can meet with 
fewer groups per day .
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Week 1 Instruction

Week 1 of each unit focuses on explicit modeling and guided practice with  
the metacognitive strategy and comprehension strategy focus of the unit . 

Daily mini-lessons for the week are  
summarized on the Week at a Glance chart.

Comprehension Anchor Posters 
provide the daily context for 
instruction in Week 1 .

Think-Alouds support teachers in 
using best-practice instruction as they 
introduce and model the strategies . 

Daily Read-Aloud references encourage 
teachers to use the recommended 
trade book titles each day to model the 
metacognitive strategy . 

Students reread short complex text 
passages to practice answering 
text-dependent comprehension 
strategies . 

Lesson objectives for each 
day are identified .

Technology resources and 
reproducible graphic organizers 
support the instruction . 
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Home/School Connections 
reinforce each day’s 
instruction .

Reflect and Discuss prompts 
reinforce each day’s learning .

Connect Thinking, Speaking, and Writing 
activities reinforce the natural listening-
speaking-reading-writing connection each day .

Differentiated strategies for 
English learners accompany 
every day’s instruction .

Academic sentence frames support struggling 
readers participating in oral language discussions 
about the strategies . 

Common Core ELA Standards 
identified at point of use .  
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Week 2 Instruction

In Week 2 of each unit, teachers guide comprehension practice in the  
context of a fiction or nonfiction big book .  

Daily mini-lessons for the unit are  
summarized on the Week at a Glance chart.

Students apply the text-dependent 
comprehension strategy modeled 
during Week 1 .   

Close readings of longer complex  
big book texts build reading 
strategies and content vocabulary . 
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Oral language activities address speaking, 
listening, and vocabulary development skills . 

Comprehension Quick-Checks in each 
week help teachers monitor progress 
and provide additional support . 

Students learn and use text and graphic 
features to locate information in a text . 

The leveled texts for each unit enable teachers 
to differentiate instruction based on students’ 
instructional reading levels .  
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Week 3 Instruction

In Week 3 of each unit, teachers model fluency through explicit mini-lessons  
and engaging Reader’s Theater experiences .

Daily mini-lessons for the week are  
summarized on the Week at a Glance chart.

Grade K Reader’s Theater scripts 
develop students’ content-area 
understanding . 

Through group retelling activities, students  
learn to identify the key ideas and details in  
a text and build speaking and listening skills . 

Common Core ELA Standards 
identified at point of use . 
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tk tktkt

Teacher and students  
read together to build fluency . 

Close rereading of the script on  
Day 2 focuses on character analysis  
to help students interpret their 
roles . 

Support strategies for English learners 
include the use of sentence frames, 
cognates, role-play, and other activities .

Common Core ELA Standards 
identified at point of use . 
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Make Content Comprehensible 
for ELLs
Before Reading 

Say the title as you point to it .

Introduce key vocabulary that students 
will hear, using photos from the book, 
gestures, and role-play . Encourage 
students to use the words with you .

Provide a picture walk or brief summary 
of what the text will be about .   

Note: If you are continuing a text 
previously introduced, encourage 
students to recall and summarize key 
details from the previous day’s reading 
before you begin .

Using Interactive Read-Alouds to  
Model Good-Reader Strategies
The Recommended Trade Book Read-Aloud Titles for each unit (page 92) are 
intended to help teachers incorporate daily interactive read-aloud into their literacy 
block to instill a love of reading in students and to model how good readers use 
metacognitive strategies . 

At the beginning of each Benchmark Literacy unit, the teacher explains to students 
that she will read books to them each day, and that she will be showing them how 
good readers think about the text as they read . The model lesson and modeling 
prompts below can be used to guide instruction .

Introduce the Book

• Display the cover of the book and read the title. 

• Share information about the author of the book with students.

• Invite students to share their ideas on what the book might be about.

•  Share any information you have that would help engage students before you 
begin the reading .

Explain the Strategy

•  Explain to students that as you read, you want them to pay attention to what  
you do .

•  Use a think-aloud like the samples provided on page 55 to introduce the focus  
of your interactive read-aloud .
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Strategy Think-Alouds to Introduce the Strategies

Ask Questions

Say: When I read, I ask myself questions. I ask myself many kinds of questions. For example, 
sometimes I ask questions to clarify what the author is saying. Sometimes I ask myself whether or 
not I agree with what the author has said. In stories, I wonder about the characters and what will 
happen next. My questions keep me interested in reading on. Today I will share my questions with 
you as I read aloud this book.  

Determine Text 
Importance

Say: As I read this book today, I’m going to show you how I determine the most important 
information in the text. 

If the text is nonfiction, say: I know that in a nonfiction book, the author will give me a lot of 
information. I will show you how I stop and pay attention to different parts of the text—such as 
chapter heads, captions, and diagrams—in order to figure out the important ideas. I may write 
some ideas on self-stick notes and place them in the margins where I find important information.  

If the text is fiction, say: In a story, I need to figure out what information is really important  
to the plot and character development. I will stop and think about events in the story as I read.  
I may also write my ideas on self-stick notes and place them in the margins so that I can go back 
to them later.

Fix-Up 
Monitoring

Say: Today as I read, I’m going to show you what I do when I get confused while I am reading.  
All readers have times when they lose track of what they’re reading. Readers suddenly realize they 
haven’t understood the words. I’m going to stop and model some of the strategies good readers 
use to fix up their comprehension when it breaks down.  

Make 
Connections

Say: When we read, we are always making connections. Something in the book may remind us of 
something in our lives. What we’re reading may remind us of another book we read. And we may 
make connections to what is happening in the world around us. Today I’m going to show you how 
I make connections as I read. Doing this helps me really get into the text. I become a part of it if I 
can see how things that happen to a character could happen to me, too.  

Make 
Inferences

Say: Today I’m going to model how good readers make inferences while they read. You will see 
me read a few pages and stop. I’ll think to myself about what I’ve just read, make an inference, 
and write that thought on a self-stick note. Then I’ll place the self-stick note on the page where 
I had the thought. Doing this helps me remember what happened in the story, and it helps me 
think about the characters and events. I have to remember that there are three types of inferences: 
inferences I can make only from the text, inferences I can make using my own knowledge, and 
inferences I can make using both the text and my knowledge. 

Summarize and 
Synthesize

Say: Every so often, readers need to stop and put it all together. They think about all the 
information they have learned so far, and they figure out how it all fits together. Today, I’m  
going to model how I summarize and synthesize information. When I synthesize, I remember  
the important ideas. I sometimes make generalizations and judgments about the information. 

Visualize

Say: Good readers make pictures in their minds as they read. Today I’m going to model how I 
visualize as I read. Every so often, I’m going to stop. I’ll talk to myself about what the author is 
showing me with his or her words, and I may write some thoughts on self-stick notes and place the 
notes in my book. Doing this helps me keep track of my thoughts and gives me a clearer picture of 
what the author means. 
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Read and Think Aloud

Read aloud the text with fluent expression . As you read, stop occasionally 
to think aloud and model the target metacognitive strategy . Use the sample 
prompts during reading to help you formulate think-alouds for the books you 
are reading .

You may wish to write thoughts on self-stick notes and place the notes on the 
pages as students watch . In order to keep students engaged in the reading, plan 
to think aloud no more than three or four times during the read-aloud . More 
frequent interruptions may lead to confusion .  

After Reading

•  Ask questions to focus conversation on the habits of good readers.  
For example:

• What did you see me do as I read the story? 
• What kinds of questions did you see me ask? 
• What kinds of inferences did I make? 
• Where did I find important information? 
•  How did I summarize and synthesize information  

as I read? How did that help me?
• What information in the text helped me visualize? 
• What did I do to “fix up” my comprehension?

•  Create a class Metacognitive Strategies Anchor Chart based on the information 
generated during your discussion . Save this anchor chart and add to it each 
day as you continue to focus on the same strategy .

•  Turn and talk. Invite students to share examples of metacognitive strategies 
they used as they listened to the text . Ask partners to share their ideas with the 
whole group . Students can use the metacognitive discussion prompts provided 
as reproducible student bookmarks on pages 58–59 .

•  Connect and transfer. Remind students that good readers are active and 
engaged with the text whenever they read, and that you would like to 
consciously practice using this strategy until it feels natural and automatic .

Make Content Comprehensible 
for ELLs
During Reading

Pause to summarize and simplify the 
language in the text as needed to support 
students .

Use gestures and role-play to help convey 
what is happening in the text .

Draw pictures to support students’ 
comprehension .

Encourage students to tell you what they 
think is happening .

Keep your think-aloud prompts short  
and simple . 

After Reading

Encourage students to retell the text using 
simple sentence frames .

Provide simplified prompts for students 
to discuss metacognitive strategies . For 
example:

I visualized ___. (visualize)

My connection is ___. (make connections)

One important idea is ___. (determine 
text importance)

I think ___. (make inferences)

I learned that ___. (summarize and 
synthesize)

I helped myself by ___. (fix-up 
monitoring) 
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Strategy Sample Prompts to Use During Reading

Ask Questions

What does the word _____ mean on this page?
I wonder what the author means when he says . . .
I wonder if [a character] is going to . . .
Why is the author giving me so much information about _____?
What would I do if I were in the same situation as [a character]?
I wonder what else I could learn about . . .

Determine Text 
Importance

I know these parts of the story are important because . . .
I think these parts of the text are interesting because . . .
I think the author thought _____ is important because . . .
I need to pay attention to this _____. It has information I need.

Fix-Up 
Monitoring

I didn’t understand that. Maybe I should reread it more slowly.
The author says _____. What does that mean?
I’m not sure what’s happening. I think I’ll read ahead and see if it becomes clearer.
Who could I talk to about this to understand it better?
Wait a minute. I need to stop and think.   

Make 
Connections

Text to Self
This reminds me of when I . . .
I knew someone just like this when I . . .
I had the same experience when . . .
Text to Text
This character is just like the character in . . .
The plot of this story is so similar to the plot of . . .
I remember reading another book that took place in the same setting . . .
Text to World
If this character were alive today, I bet she would feel _____ about _____.
What’s going on in this book is just like what’s happening right now in . . .

Make 
Inferences

The author says _____. I think she means . . .
If I read between the lines, the author is telling me . . .
The clues that prove my inference are . . .
I think the character did this because . . .
I think this happened because . . .
These few pieces of evidence tell me that . . .
From the information in this chapter (section), I can infer that . . . 
From the events in the story thus far, I think _____ will happen next. 
The picture (photograph) on the cover of the book suggests that …
The graphics on page _____ suggest that . . .
I know more about _____ because of the specific information I read on page _____.

Summarize and 
Synthesize

This story or passage is really about . . .
So far I know _____. This makes me think that . . .
My opinion of _____ is _____. I think this because the text said . . . 

Visualize

The words _____ help me really see [the character or setting] in my mind.
The author’s description makes me imagine a place that is . . .
I’ve never seen a _____, but I imagine it is . . .
I can [smell/taste/feel/hear] . . .
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Reproducible Bookmarks for Talking About Metacognitive Strategies

Ask Questions
•  What does the word _____ mean on this page?

•  I wonder what the author means when he says . . .

•  I wonder if [a character] is going to . . .

•  Why is the author giving me so much information about . . . ?

•  What would I do if I were in the same situation as [a character]?

•  I wonder what else I could learn about . . .

Determine Text Importance
•  I know these parts of the story are important because . . .

•  I think these parts of the text are interesting because . . .

•  I think the author thought _____ is important because . . .

•  I need to pay attention to this _____. It has information I need.

Fix-Up Monitoring
•  I didn’t understand that. Maybe I should reread it more slowly.

•  The author says _____. What does that mean?

•  I’m not sure what’s happening. I think I’ll read ahead and see if it  
becomes clearer.

•  Who could I talk to about this to understand it better?

•  Wait a minute. I need to stop and think.

Visualize
• In my mind, I see . . .

• The words _____ help me really see [the character or setting] in my mind.

• The author’s description makes me imagine a place that is . . .

• I’ve never seen a _____, but I imagine it is . . .

• I can [smell/taste/feel/hear] . . . 

✂
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Make Inferences
•  The author says _____. I think she means . . .

•  If I read between the lines, the author is telling me . . .

•  The clues that prove my inference are . . .

•  I think the character did this because . . .

•  I think this happened because . . .

•  These few pieces of evidence tell me that . . .

•  From the information in this chapter (section), I can infer that . . . 

•  From the events in the story thus far, I think _____ will happen next. 

•  The picture (photograph) on the cover of the book suggests that . . .

•  The graphics on page _____ suggest that . . .

•  I know more about _____ because of the specific information I read on page . . .

Make Connections
Text to Self
• This reminds me of when I . . .
•  I knew someone just like this when I . . .
•  I had the same experience when . . .

Text to Text
•  This character is just like the character in . . .
•  The plot of this story is so similar to the plot of . . .
•  I remember reading another book that took place in the same setting . . .

Text to World
•  If this character were alive today, I bet she would feel _____ about _____. 

What’s going on in this book is just like what’s happening right now in . . .

Summarize and Synthesize
• This story or passage is really about . . .

• So far I know _____. This makes me think that . . .

• My opinion of _____ is _____. I think this because the text said . . . 

• This helps me understand . . .

• My thinking about this topic has changed because . . .

✂
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Three-Finger Method for 
Choosing a Just-Right Book
Post these steps and reminders near your 
classroom library .

1 .  Choose a book that you would like  
to read .

2 . Turn to any page and begin reading .

3 .  If there are three words that you 
can’t pronounce or that you don’t 
understand, the book is too difficult  
for you .

4 .  Repeat the process until you find a  
just-right book .

Remember:

Too Easy

A book is too easy for you if you can 
pronounce and understand all of the 
words and can retell everything you read .

Too Hard

A book is too hard for you if you can’t 
pronounce or don’t know the meaning of 
three or more words on a page and if you 
can’t retell what you have read .

Just Right

A book is just right for you if you 
understand and can pronounce all but one 
or two words on a page, and if you can 
retell most of what you have read .

Independent Reading
Setting Up the Classroom Library

Students must learn how to choose a book that fits their needs, interests, and 
reading strengths . Therefore, they must be offered a variety of books from which 
to choose . Classroom libraries should contain familiar and unfamiliar fiction and 
nonfiction titles of various genres . Fiction genres include historical fiction, science 
fiction, fantasy, realistic fiction, traditional stories (folktales, fairy tales), myths, and 
legends . Nonfiction genres include biographies, autobiographies, and informational 
texts that cover social studies, science, and math-related topics . Poetry can be either 
fiction or nonfiction .

Each student should be able to read and understand most of a chosen text with little 
or no help . Independent reading levels vary among students, so teachers should 
make sure that each genre encompasses a wide range of reading levels . A student’s 
independent reading level is reached when that student can accurately read ninety-
five percent of the chosen text . One way to ensure that students are reading on 
their independent level is to place titles in colored baskets and instruct students to 
choose only the titles that correspond to their reading level . Another way is to teach 
students the three-finger method of finding just-right books . The three-finger method 
is simple—if a student does not know three words on a page, then she must choose 
another book . 
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Mini-Lessons for Promoting Independent Reading

Students who are taught how to use and manage a classroom library are often 
successful with independent reading . 

•  Selecting Books and Enjoying Independent Reading  Share the way that the books 
are organized, and model how students can check out and return books .

•  Seeking Help During Independent Reading Time  Share guidelines and rules for 
students who might seek help during the independent reading time .

•  How Readers Choose Books  Lead a discussion about the different ways that people 
choose books, and create a list (books that are movies, books of certain genres, 
books with colorful pictures, etc .) .

•   Making Good Book Choices  Share the three-finger method for choosing a  
just-right book . 

•   Thinking and Talking About Your Reading  Use the think-aloud method to model 
how readers think about what they are reading .

•   How to Share with One Another  Lead students in a discussion to create a list of 
norms for sharing (one person talks at a time, look at the person who is speaking, 
listen to the speaker, etc .) .

•  Abandoning Books  Discuss reasons to abandon a book (too easy, too difficult, 
expected something different, etc .) . Then create a chart .

•  Distinguishing Between Fiction and Nonfiction  Use examples of what the class 
and individual students have read to explain the differences between fiction and 
nonfiction .

•  Different Kinds of Fiction/Different Kinds of Nonfiction  Discuss the types of 
fiction and nonfiction texts that are in the classroom library .

•  Keeping and Storing Records of Your Reading  Introduce and explain a reading 
journal that is divided into sections: Reading Log, Reading Interests, Responses, and 
Book Club . Students use these to respond to their reading .

•  Rules and Expectations for Independent Reading  Explain the importance of 
independent reading, and lead students in creating a list of norms or guidelines for 
independent reading in the classroom .

•  Writing Responses to Your Reading  Model how to write a letter of response to 
reading and where to place it in the journal . Emphasize the parts of a letter .
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•  Writing Letters in Your Journal  Explain the system of handing in journals . 
(Some turn in journals on Monday, others on Tuesday, etc .) Read each student’s 
letters and replies .

•  Proofreading Your Journal Response  Lead students in creating a chart listing 
the things they do when proofreading journal letters .

•  Topics for Your Reading Journal  Help students brainstorm topics they can write 
about in their journals .

•  Creating a List of Your Reading Interests  Discuss the importance of finding 
books students enjoy . Ask students to list in the Reading Interest section of their 
journals the books, topics, authors, etc ., that they are interested in .

• Giving Book Talks  Model book talks with specific information to include . 

•  How to Write Book Recommendations  Create guidelines for book 
recommendations and explain to students by showing an example . Model how 
to write the title and author’s name at the top, and then tell a summary without 
giving the whole story away .

•  The Role of Teacher and Student During Reading Conferences  Explain and 
model what the teacher and student are doing during a conference .

•  Checking for Understanding as You Read  Discuss and create a chart of the 
ways a student can check for understanding (stop and think about what they 
know, go back and reread, etc .) .

•  Solving Unknown Words  Lead a discussion and create a chart of ways to solve 
unknown words (look at letters and letter clusters, look at parts of a word, think 
about if it makes sense, etc .) .

•  Respecting the Independent Reading Time and Other Readers  Lead a 
discussion on how to create and maintain the right environment for productive 
independent reading . Make a list of these expectations, and post it prominently 
so all students can see it .
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Reading and Writing Connections 

Students should be given time to record their responses to the reading . This writing 
experience allows them to interpret and reflect on the text they have just read . Students 
can use reading response journals and reading logs to accomplish this task . Although 
writing is very important, the purpose of independent reading is to read . Therefore, 
the majority of a student’s time should be spent reading . Students must be taught to 
maintain a balance between reading and writing . Reading Essentials suggests that eighty 
percent reading to twenty percent writing is a good proportion (Routman, 54) . 

Reading Response Journals and Logs

Reading response journals are kept by students and used to record personal responses 
to texts they have read or will read . Young students (PreK, K, and Grade 1) can draw 
pictures as a means of reflecting on their reading . Regardless of age or reading level, 
every student should share his thoughts on paper before, during, and after reading .

Some students might find it difficult to pick a topic or begin writing in their reading 
response journals because they do not yet know how to respond to text . 

Teachers must:
• Demonstrate proper technique
• Provide mini-lessons on how to respond to literature
•  Model several prompts, list them on chart paper, and hang the paper on the wall

Provide a list of these methods for students to keep in their reading response journals 
for quick reference . A reading log is also a valuable independent reading tool . In reading 
logs, students keep a record of what they have read by writing the book title, author, 
illustrator, genre, and date read .

A Reading Response Journal

•  Is used to record personal responses to a text 
before, during, and after reading

•  Allows the teacher to monitor a student’s 
reading, check on his or her comprehension, 
discuss what he or she is reading, and make 
suggestions for his or her next book

•  Can be organized in many ways. Spiral 
notebooks, loose-leaf binders, or sheets of lined 
paper stapled together all work . Whatever the 
design, teachers should allow each student input 
on how her journal looks and functions . It is 
important for each student to have ownership of 
her journal .

A Reading Log

•  Is used as a record of the details of independent 
reading

•  Allows the teacher to monitor the volume of a 
student’s reading, discuss what he is reading, 
and make suggestions for his next book

•  Can be organized in the same ways as a reading 
response journal
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Reading Response Ideas 

• Connect the events or characters in the book to your own life.

•  Write as if you were a character in the book. Take on a character’s point of view 
or voice .

•  Make a prediction about what will happen next in the story. Then confirm or alter 
your prediction after reading more of the book .

•  Express the central problem in the story.

•  Describe a scene or scenes from the book.

• Discuss the theme of the book and some major issues that it raises.

• Ask questions about what’s unclear or puzzling in the story.

• Analyze one character’s behavior.

• Retell the story.

• Comment on what the text makes you think about.

• Reflect on your feelings and thoughts while reading the text.

• Praise or criticize the book.

•  Offer your opinion on what you liked, disliked, or wish had happened differently 
in the story .

• Summarize key points of the story.

• Compare the book with previously read texts or with movies.

• Discuss the author’s writing style.

• Make literary judgments.

• Record turning points in the book.

• Make inferences about characters and/or story episodes.

• Draw conclusions about the theme and/or the author’s purpose.
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Discussion Groups and Book Recommendations

After the reading and reflection time, students should be allowed approximately ten 
minutes to share with one another . This share time should be teacher-led . Students 
can give brief book talks and make recommendations, share something that came up 
during a small-group book discussion, or discuss their reactions to something they 
read . These activities allow students to listen to and appreciate the thoughts of others 
and to share their enjoyment of literature . 

Books can be recommended to students by teachers or by their peers . 

A short summary of the book and an explanation of why that book is enjoyable 
should accompany each recommendation . 

Conferring with Students

The teacher and the student each have a role in the conference . The teacher will 
learn about the student’s reading process and provide needed instruction . The 
student will learn something that makes a difference in his or her continued reading . 
Careful observation of the student during the conference will inspire immediate 
recommendations as well as suggest whether the student would benefit from small-
group lessons . 

It is important that the teacher place herself at the level of the student during a 
conference—pulling up a chair and sitting close to the student is a good way to do 
this . Conferences should begin with the teacher telling the student something positive 
about what he or she is doing . Then the teacher should ask the student to read part 
of the text aloud, tell the events of the story, share a journal response, or make a 
connection to the day’s mini-lesson . Constructive feedback should follow in order 
to help students make changes or better choices . The mini-lesson for the next day 
should be planned around the information gained during a day’s conferences . 

Growing Your Classroom Library

Classroom libraries provide the resources that drive independent reading . They also 
tell how the teacher and the students feel about reading in general . It is the place 
where students make important decisions regarding their literacy progress .  
It is the job of the teacher to make sure that the students have all the books  
they need .

 

Ideas for Growing Your 
Classroom Library
• Cash in book club points.

•  Ask parents to donate books or to make 
other donations toward book purchases .

• Ask local businesses for donations.

• Apply for grants.

•  Invite students to contribute books from 
their own collections .

•  Ask book publishers to donate trade 
books that accompany textbooks 
after adoption procedures have been 
completed .

•  Have others keep their eyes open for 
books .

•  Begin a program where parents donate 
books in honor of their child’s birthday .

•  Check out annual or semiannual sales at 
your local public library .

•  Watch for special sales in book club 
offers or in bookstores .
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Making the Home/School Connection:  
Parent Communication Tools in English  
and Spanish
Throughout Benchmark Literacy whole-group, small-group, and phonics/word 
study lessons, many family involvement activities are embedded .

Literacy Block 
Component  Home/School Connections and Tools

Whole-Group/
Shared Reading 
Instruction

Daily activities provided in the Teacher’s Guide 
require students to complete graphic organizers 
and other writing activities as well as reading 
activities and discussion with a family member .

You may want to use the Home/School Connections 
letter (pages 67–68) at the beginning of the year to 
invite parents to participate in their child’s ongoing 
literacy development . 

Small-Group 
Reading 
Instruction

Take-home books for all texts at levels A/1–M/28 
are available for download at 
BenchmarkUniverse .com .

The Reading with Your Child parent letter (pages 
65–66) can help you provide parents with simple 
strategies to support their children .

Phonics 

Each phonics unit includes take-home books and 
reproducible activities that can be completed at 
home with the support of family members . A letter 
explaining the role of these books and activities is 
provided (pages 67–68) .
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Dear Parent/Guardian,

Welcome to the new school year! 

I am very excited to be your child’s teacher this year. I look forward to 
helping your child develop as a reader and writer.

During the year, your child will bring home many assignments that extend 
what they are learning in school. You can help your child in the following 
ways.

•  Create a predictable after-school routine for your child. Make sure this 
routine includes specific time for doing homework.

•  Make sure that your child has paper, pencils, and pens with which to 
complete assignments.

•  Let your child know that you are available to discuss assignments and 
lend support as needed.  

•  Provide positive feedback and encouragement.

•  Let your child know that I am always available if they need help with  
an assignment.

Thanks in advance for your support!  

Sincerely,

67
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Estimado señor:

¡Bienvenido al nuevo año escolar! Me emociona mucho tener la 
oportunidad de trabajar con su hijo este año, y anticipo con ánimo el 
desarrollo de su capacidad como lector y escritor.

Durante el transcurso de este año su hijo llevará a casa muchas tareas 
que amplían lo que aprende en clase. Usted puede ayudar a su hijo de las 
siguientes maneras:

•  Cree una rutina extracurricular regular. Asegúrese de que esta rutina 
tenga una hora predeterminada para hacer la tarea.

•  Asegúrese de que su hijo tenga el papel, los lápices y las plumas 
necesarias para llevar a cabo la tarea.

•  Esté disponible para hablar de la tarea y apoyar cuando sea 
necesario.

•  Otorgue retroalimentación positiva y ánimos.
•  Hágale saber a su hijo que siempre estoy disponible cuando necesite 

ayuda con su tarea.

¡Le agradezco de antemano su apoyo! Sin otro particular que tratar, me 
despido cordialmente.

Atentamente
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WRITE

• Listen as your child reads the book to you.

• Have your child point under the words as he/she reads.

•  If your child is having difficulty with a word, help him/her by 
repeating the word. For example, say, “This is the word big. Now 
you say it.” 

•  If the book appears too difficult, read the book to your child.

•  Ask your child to write or draw something  
about the book.

TALK

Parent Instructions

READ

Dear Parent or Guardian,

    Your child is about to begin an exciting phase in  

his/her schoolwork. Throughout the year, he/she will  

be bringing home versions of the same books we are 

reading in class.  

     You can help your child practice reading. Here are 

several ways to share the books with your child. 

Choose the ways that work best for your child, 

based on his/her needs and interests.

• Ask your child to tell you what this book is about.

• Talk about the pictures on each page.
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Parent Instructions

ESCRIBIR

• Escuche a su hijo mientras él o ella lee el libro.

•  Haga que su hijo señale con el dedo debajo de las palabras 
mientras lee.

•   Si a su hijo se le dificulta una palabra, dígale: “Recuerda que 
puedes ver los dibujos y la primera letra de la palabra para 
ayudarte a entender”.

•  Si el libro parece muy difícil, usted puede leerle el libro  
a su hijo.

•  Pídale a su hijo que le escriba o dibuje algo acerca  
del libro.

HABLAR

LEER

Estimado Padre de Familia o Guardián:

Su hijo(a) pronto comenzará una fase emocionante de  
su trabajo escolar. Durante este año, su hijo  
llevará a casa libros que se parecen a los que   
leemos en clase. 

Usted puede ayudarle a su hijo a practicar la lectura. 
Más abajo se hallan ideas acerca de las maneras en que 

usted puede compartir los libros con su hijo.

Escoja las maneras que mejor le ayuden a su hijo, 
basándose en las necesidades e intereses que él 

o ella tenga.

• Pídale a su hijo que le diga de qué trata este libro.

• Hablen acerca de los dibujos de cada página.
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Strategies 
& Skills

Grade K

Overview
LITERACY
B E N C H M A R K

TM
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Benchmark Literacy Scope and Sequence K–6
Skills and Strategies K 1 2 3 4 5 6
Concepts About Print
Identify the front of the book •
Identify the back of the book •
Know where to begin reading the story •
Know the direction in which to read (left to right) •
Know where to go next at the end of the line •
Identify the first word on the page •
Identify the last word on the page •
Identify one word/two words •
Identify the first letter in a word •
Identify the last letter in a word •
Identify one letter/two letters •
Point to and name letters on a page •
Recognize capital letters on the page •
Recognize small letters on the page •
Recognize the title • •
Recognize the text • •
Track words one-to-one as they are read • •
Recognize a period ( .) • •
Recognize a question mark (?) • •
Recognize an exclamation point (!) • •
Recognize quotation marks (“ “) • •
Recognize a comma (,) • •
Phonological & Phonemic Awareness
Identify rhyme •
Listen for initial sounds •
Listen for medial sounds •
Differentiate initial sounds •
Discriminate medial sounds •
Produce rhyme •
Identify final sounds •
Segment onset and rime • •
Blend phonemes • •
Initial sound substitution • •
Medial sound substitution • •
Final sound substitution • •
Segment phonemes •
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Benchmark Literacy Scope and Sequence K–6
Skills and Strategies K 1 2 3 4 5 6
Phonics and Word Study
Letter recognition •
Letter formation •
Short vowels •
Consonants •
Long vowels •
Blends •
Digraphs •
Diphthongs •
Variant vowels •
Fluency and automaticity practice • • •
Syllable spelling patterns •
Multisyllabic word-solving strategies • • • • •
Compound words • • •
Inflectional endings • • •
Open and closed syllables • •
Vowel patterns in accented/stressed syllables • •
Unaccented syllables • •
Consonants • •
Word study investigations • • • •
Prefixes • • • • •
Suffixes • • • • •
Vowel and consonant alternations • •
Greek and Latin word elements • •
Spelling • • • • • • •
Metacognitive Strategies
Ask questions • • • • • • •
Determine text importance • • • • • • •
Fix-up monitoring • • • • • • •
Make connections • • • • • • •
Make inferences • • • • • • •
Summarize and synthesize • • • • • • •
Visualize • • • • • • •
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Benchmark Literacy Scope and Sequence K–6
Skills and Strategies K 1 2 3 4 5 6
Comprehension Skills/Strategies
Make predictions • • • • • • •
Identify sequence of events • • • • • • •
Analyze story elements • • • • • • •
Identify main idea and supporting details • • • • • • •
Compare and contrast • • • • • • •
Summarize information • • • • • • •
Identify cause and effect • • • • • • •
Make inferences • • • • • • •
Analyze character • • • • • • •
Draw conclusions • • • • • • •
Use graphic features • • • • • • •
Use text features • • • • • • •
Text structure and organization • • • • • • •
Evaluate author’s purpose • • • • •
Distinguish and evaluate fact and opinion • • • •
Make judgments • • •
Nonfiction Text and Graphic Features
Photographs • • • • • • •
Illustrations • • • • • • •
Title Page/Table of Contents • • • • • • •
Glossary • • • • • • •
Index • • • • • • •
Captions • • • • • • •
Labels • • • • • • •
Maps • • • • • • •
Sidebars • • • • • • •
Diagrams • • • • • • •
Chapter headings • • • • • • •
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Benchmark Literacy Scope and Sequence K–6
Skills and Strategies K 1 2 3 4 5 6
Recognize and Analyze Literary Genres
Animal Fantasy • • •
Biography • • • • • • •
Fables • •
Fairy Tales • • • • •
Historical Fiction • • • • • • •
Informational Texts • • • • • • •
Mystery • •
Myths • •
Personal Narratives • •
Persuasive Essays • •
Persuasive Letters • •
Plays • •
Pourquoi Tales • •
Realistic Fiction • • • • • • •
Reviews • •
Science Fiction • •
Tall Tales • •
Trickster Tales • • •
Vocabulary
Tier One High-Frequency and Sight Word Vocabulary • • •
Tier Two Vocabulary • • • • • • •
Tier Three (Academic) Vocabulary • • • • • • •
Vocabulary Strategies • • • • • • •
Fluency
Speed/pacing: fast • • • • • • •
Speed/pacing: slow • • • • • • •
Speed/pacing: varied • • • • • • •
Pausing: short pause • • • • • • •
Pausing: full stop • • • • • • •
Inflection/intonation: pitch • • • • • • •
Inflection/intonation: volume • • • • • • •
Inflection/intonation: stress • • • • • • •
Phrasing: high-frequency word phrases • • • • • • •
Expression: anticipation/mood • • • • • • •
Expression: characterization/feelings • • • • • • •
Expression: dramatic expression • • • • • • •
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Whole-Group Mini-Lesson Strategies and Skills—Grade K

Unit Strategies 
Focus

Unit. 
Week Week

Suggested  
Interactive Trade Book 

Read-Aloud Focus  
(See recommended titles.)

Mini-Lessons for  
 Comprehension, Fluency,  

and Vocabulary

Small-Group Reading 
(See list: Leveled  

Text Titles)

Phonics Workshop 
(Review and new skills for  

Phonological Awareness, Phonemic 
Awareness, and Phonics)

•  Ask Questions
•  Identify 

Main Idea & 
Supporting 
Details

1 .1 1 Ask questions •  Comprehension Anchor Posters: 
Ask questions/Identify stated 
main idea and supporting 
details

• Leveled Texts Review of letter discrimination, letter 
recognition and phonological awareness 
skills

1 .2 2 Ask questions •  Big Book: What Are Some Rules  
at Home? (Nonfiction)

• Leveled Texts Review of letter discrimination,  
letter recognition and phonological 
awareness skills

1 .3 3 Ask questions •  Reader’s Theater: With My 
Family

•  Fluency Poster: Speed/Pacing–
Fast, Slow, Varied

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

Review of letter discrimination,  
letter recognition and phonological 
awareness skills

• Visualize 
•  Analyze 

Character

2 .1 4 Visualize •  Comprehension Anchor Posters: 
Visualize/Analyze character

• Leveled Texts Review of letter discrimination,  
letter recognition and phonological 
awareness skills

2 .2 5 Visualize •  Big Book: The Three Little Pigs 
(Fiction)

• Leveled Texts Review of letter discrimination,  
letter recognition and phonological 
awareness skills

2 .3 6 Visualize/Ask questions •  Reader’s Theater: About Me
•  Fluency Poster: Pausing–Short 

Pause 

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Mm and Short Aa 
• Listening for rhyme 
• Initial /m/ 
• Medial /a/

•  Determine Text 
Importance

•  Identify 
Sequence of 
Events

3 .1 7 Determine text importance •  Comprehension Anchor Posters: 
Determine text importance/
Identify sequence of events

• Leveled Texts • Ss 
• Listening for rhyme 
• Initial /s/ 
• Listening for initial sounds

3 .2 8 Determine text importance •  Big Book: The Life Cycle of a 
Frog (Nonfiction)

• Leveled Texts • Tt 
• Listening for rhyme 
• Initial /t/ 
• Listening for initial consonant sounds

3 .3 9 Determine text importance/
Visualize 

•  Reader’s Theater: Baby Animals
•  Fluency Poster: Pausing—Full 

Stop

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Nn 
• Listening for rhyme 
• Initial /n/ 
• Differentiating consonant sounds

•  Summarize & 
Synthesize

•  Analyze Story 
Elements

4 .1 10 Summarize & synthesize •  Comprehension Anchor Posters: 
Summarize & synthesize/ 
Analyze story elements

• Leveled Texts • Short Ii 
• Listening for rhyme 
• Medial /i/ 
• Differentiating medial sounds

4 .2 11 Summarize & synthesize •  Big Book: The Enormous 
Watermelon (Fiction)

• Leveled Texts • Ff 
• Listening for rhyme 
• Initial /f/ 
• listening for initial consonants

4 .3 12 Summarize & synthesize/
Determine text importance 

• Reader’s Theater: We Like Fruit 
•  Fluency Poster: Inflection/

Intonation—Pitch

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Pp 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial /p/ 
• Blending and segmenting onset rhyme

•  Make 
Connections

•  Make 
Inferences

5 .1 13 Make connections •  Comprehension Anchor Posters: 
Make connections/Make 
inferences

• Leveled Texts • Short Oo 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Medial /o/ 
• Discriminating medial sounds

5 .2 14 Make connections •  Big Book: Katy’s First Day of 
School (Fiction)

• Leveled Texts • Cc 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial /k/ 
• Discriminating sounds

5 .3 15 Make connections/ 
Summarize & synthesize 

• Reader’s Theater: At School 
•  Fluency Poster: Inflection/

Intonation—Volume

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Hh 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial /h/ 
• Discriminating sounds
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Unit Strategies 
Focus

Unit. 
Week Week

Suggested  
Interactive Trade Book 

Read-Aloud Focus  
(See recommended titles.)

Mini-Lessons for  
 Comprehension, Fluency,  

and Vocabulary

Small-Group Reading 
(See list:  

Leveled Text Titles)

Phonics Workshop 
(Review and new skills for  

Phonological Awareness, Phonemic 
Awareness, and Phonics)

•  Fix-Up 
Monitoring

•  Summarize 
Information

6 .1 16 Fix-up monitoring •  Comprehension Anchor Posters: 
Fix-Up monitoring/Summarize 
information

• Leveled Texts • Bb 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial /b/ 
• Identifying final consonants

6 .2 17 Fix-up monitoring •  Big Book: Animals in Their 
Habitats (Nonfiction)

• Leveled Texts • Short Uu 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial and medial /u/ 
• Identifying final consonants

6 .3 18 Fix-up monitoring/Make 
connections

• Reader’s Theater: In the Sea 
•  Fluency Poster: Inflection/ 

Intonation—Stress

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Rr 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial /r/ 
• Differentiating final consonants

•  Make 
Inferences

•  Make 
Predictions

7 .1 19 Make inferences •  Comprehension Anchor Posters: 
 Make inferences/Make 
predictions

• Leveled Texts • Short Ee 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial and medial /e/ 
• Segmenting and blending onset rime

7 .2 20 Make inferences •  Big Book: Who’s in the Shed? 
(Fiction)

• Leveled Texts • Gg 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial /g/ 
• Segmenting and blending onset rime

7 .3 21 Make inferences/Fix-up 
monitoring

• Reader’s Theater: Farm Animals 
•  Fluency Poster: Phrasing— 

High-Frequency Word Phrases

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Dd 
• Identifying and producing rhyme 
• Initial /d/ 
• Blending phonemes

•  Determine Text 
Importance

•  Compare & 
Contrast

8 .1 22 Determine text importance •  Comprehension Anchor Posters:  
 Determine text importance/
Compare & contrast

• Leveled Texts • Ww 
• Initial /w/ 
• Blending phonemes 
• Blending and segmenting onset rime

8 .2 23 Determine text importance •  Big Book: Children Past and 
Present (Nonfiction)

• Leveled Texts • Ll 
• Initial /l/ 
• Differentiating final consonants 
• Blending and segmenting onset rime

8 .3 24 Determine text importance/
Make inferences

•  Reader’s Theater: People at 
School

•  Fluency Poster: Expression—
Anticipation and Mood

• Leveled Texts
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Jj 
• Initial /j/ 
• Initial sound substitution 
• Blending and segmenting phonemes

•  Make 
Connections

•  Identify Cause  
& Effect

9 .1 25 Make connections •  Comprehension Anchor Posters:  
  Make connections/Identify 
cause & effect

• Leveled Texts • Kk 
• Initial /k/ 
• Initial sound substitution 
• Blending and segmenting sounds

9 .2 26 Make connections •  Big Book: Teddy on the Move 
(Fiction)

• Leveled Texts • Yy 
• Initial /y/ 
• Vowel substitution 
• Blending and segmenting sounds

9 .3 27 Make connections/
Determine text importance

• Reader’s Theater: Look at It Go! 
•  Fluency Poster: Expression—

Characterization and Feelings

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Vv 
• Initial /v/ 
• Vowel substitution 
• Blending and segmenting sounds

•  Make 
Inferences

•  Draw 
Conclusions

10 .1 28 Make inferences •  Comprehension Anchor Posters:  
  Make inferences/Draw 
conclusions

• Leveled Texts • Qq 
• Initial /kw/ 
• Initial sound substitution 
• Blending and segmenting sounds

10 .2 29 Make inferences •  Big Book: The Gingerbread 
Man (Fiction)

• Leveled Texts • Xx 
• Initial /ks/ 
• Vowel substitution 
• Blending and segmenting sounds

10 .3 30 Make inferences/Make 
connections

•  Reader’s Theater: Finding 
Shapes

•  Fluency Poster: Expression—
Dramatic Expression

• Leveled Texts 
•  Reader’s Theater 

Scripts

• Zz 
• Initial /z/ 
• Final sound substitution 
• Blending and segmenting sounds
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Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number 
Level

Content Area Comprehension Phonemic Awareness Skill Phonics Skill High Frequency Words Academic Content Vocabulary Writing Lessons

A Bear Cub Grows 1 A 1 Science identify main idea 
and supporting details

listen for initial k spelled c initial /c/ a; can grow write to a picture prompt

A Plant Has Needs 1 A 1 Science identify main idea  
and supporting details

initial /l/ (light) initial /l/ (light) this; has air, food, light, plant, soil, water write to a picture prompt

The Flag 1 B 2 Social Studies identify main idea  
and supporting details

Listen for short a short a look; at; the; has flag; stars; stripes; red; white write to a picture prompt

Families Have Rules 1 C 3 Social Studies identify main idea  
and supporting details

listen for initial and final t recognize initial and final t in words a; at; do; go; has; have; is; it; make; 
not; the; this; to; too; you; your

rule; homework; family; dishes; bed; 
hands; table; brush

write to a picture prompt

A Plant Has Parts 1 C 4 Science identify main idea  
and supporting details

Initial and final l Initial and final /l/ what; will; a; at; big; has; little; see; 
the; this; too; you

flower; fruit; leaves; plant; roots; 
seeds; stems; parts

write to a picture prompt

What Is in a Forest? 1 D 5 Science identify main idea  
and supporting details

Initial b Initial /b/ many; a; an; at; in; is; it; look; many; 
not; the; this; too; what; you

alive; bear; beaver; butterfly; forest; 
rock; tree; water

write to a picture prompt

Jobs in a Community 1 D 6 Social Studies identify main idea  
and supporting details

short i (city, in, is, live, officer, 
this, will)

short i (city, in, is, live, officer, this, 
will)

look; at; this; a; has bus driver, city, community, doctors, 
firefighters, gardener, jobs, mail 
carriers, police officers, school, stores, 
teachers

write to a picture prompt

How Many Walruses? 2 A 1 Fiction 
Math

analyze character words that start with s initial s / initial w I; can; see number words write a story prediction

Things I Like Doing 2 A 1 Social Studies analyze character listen for initial d initial d I; am things kids like to do summary sentences

Jobs Up High 2 B 2 Career analyze character sound w initial w is; the; up people who work up high comparison sentences

Costume Party 2 C 3 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze character segment and blend onset and 
rime

initial p going; to; is costumes summary sentences

Sam 2 C 4 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze character words with the same ending 
sound

initial and final s this; is; big feelings write sentences about story 
events

The Cake 2 D 5 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze character identify initial sounds in words short o / CVCe pattern with long a little; said; could birthday party words write about story characters

Mrs. Kangaroo’s Trip 2 D 6 Fiction 
Math

analyze character blend syllables initial medial and final  p / initial l come; now; saw; us identify number words write about a character

It’s Time! 3 A 1 Math identify sequence of events alliteration with /p/ short a I; am doing words sequential sentences

Magnet Fishing Game 3 A 1 How To identify sequence of events m initial m I; have; a words relating to fishing sequential sentences

Make a Drum 3 B 2 How To identify sequence of events short vowels in CVC words hard g get; for; the musical instruments summary sentences

Winter Weather Fun 3 C 3 Science identify sequence of events words with the same middle 
sound

long i / initial w go; our; ride name days of the week describe a story event

Counting Around Town 3 C 4 Math identify sequence of events syllables initial medial and final d some; then; what things to count around town summary sentences

Make a Plan of Your Classroom 3 D 5 How To identify sequence of events count the number of sounds 
in words

initial medial and final r / l-family 
blends

look; at; the parts of a room sequential sentences

Every Tree Has a Life Cycle 3 D 6 Science identify sequence of events initial /s/ (seed, seedling, 
some)

initial /s/ (seed, seedling, some) the; will flowers, ground, grow, leaves, plant, 
roots, seed, seedling, stem, tree

write to a picture prompt

Balloon Ride 4 A 1 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements rhyming initial b I; see; the words to describe a balloon summary sentences

Fun at the Beach 4 A 1 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements Initial s Initial /s/ we; see; the beach; clams; crabs; seals write to a picture prompt

We Fish 4 B 2 Fiction 
Math

analyze story elements words with the same middle 
sound

initial and final g / final r go; eat identify a fishing event write about a story event

Up and Down the Hill 4 C 3 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements number of syllables initial and medial b; initial g he; she; down identify weather clothing and 
activities

write about story elements

The Birthday Flowers 4 C 4 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements Initial m Initial /m/ then; will; a; and; at; for; I; make; 
said; she; the; then; too; will

flowers; petals; stems; leaves; 
birthday

write to a picture prompt

Little Cat Goes Fast 4 D 5 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements rhyming short a / initial c fast; her; say; want speed words (fast and slow) write about a story event

Small-Group Leveled Text  
Strategies and Skills—Grade K
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Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number 
Level

Content Area Comprehension Phonemic Awareness Skill Phonics Skill High Frequency Words Academic Content Vocabulary Writing Lessons

A Bear Cub Grows 1 A 1 Science identify main idea 
and supporting details

listen for initial k spelled c initial /c/ a; can grow write to a picture prompt

A Plant Has Needs 1 A 1 Science identify main idea  
and supporting details

initial /l/ (light) initial /l/ (light) this; has air, food, light, plant, soil, water write to a picture prompt

The Flag 1 B 2 Social Studies identify main idea  
and supporting details

Listen for short a short a look; at; the; has flag; stars; stripes; red; white write to a picture prompt

Families Have Rules 1 C 3 Social Studies identify main idea  
and supporting details

listen for initial and final t recognize initial and final t in words a; at; do; go; has; have; is; it; make; 
not; the; this; to; too; you; your

rule; homework; family; dishes; bed; 
hands; table; brush

write to a picture prompt

A Plant Has Parts 1 C 4 Science identify main idea  
and supporting details

Initial and final l Initial and final /l/ what; will; a; at; big; has; little; see; 
the; this; too; you

flower; fruit; leaves; plant; roots; 
seeds; stems; parts

write to a picture prompt

What Is in a Forest? 1 D 5 Science identify main idea  
and supporting details

Initial b Initial /b/ many; a; an; at; in; is; it; look; many; 
not; the; this; too; what; you

alive; bear; beaver; butterfly; forest; 
rock; tree; water

write to a picture prompt

Jobs in a Community 1 D 6 Social Studies identify main idea  
and supporting details

short i (city, in, is, live, officer, 
this, will)

short i (city, in, is, live, officer, this, 
will)

look; at; this; a; has bus driver, city, community, doctors, 
firefighters, gardener, jobs, mail 
carriers, police officers, school, stores, 
teachers

write to a picture prompt

How Many Walruses? 2 A 1 Fiction 
Math

analyze character words that start with s initial s / initial w I; can; see number words write a story prediction

Things I Like Doing 2 A 1 Social Studies analyze character listen for initial d initial d I; am things kids like to do summary sentences

Jobs Up High 2 B 2 Career analyze character sound w initial w is; the; up people who work up high comparison sentences

Costume Party 2 C 3 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze character segment and blend onset and 
rime

initial p going; to; is costumes summary sentences

Sam 2 C 4 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze character words with the same ending 
sound

initial and final s this; is; big feelings write sentences about story 
events

The Cake 2 D 5 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze character identify initial sounds in words short o / CVCe pattern with long a little; said; could birthday party words write about story characters

Mrs. Kangaroo’s Trip 2 D 6 Fiction 
Math

analyze character blend syllables initial medial and final  p / initial l come; now; saw; us identify number words write about a character

It’s Time! 3 A 1 Math identify sequence of events alliteration with /p/ short a I; am doing words sequential sentences

Magnet Fishing Game 3 A 1 How To identify sequence of events m initial m I; have; a words relating to fishing sequential sentences

Make a Drum 3 B 2 How To identify sequence of events short vowels in CVC words hard g get; for; the musical instruments summary sentences

Winter Weather Fun 3 C 3 Science identify sequence of events words with the same middle 
sound

long i / initial w go; our; ride name days of the week describe a story event

Counting Around Town 3 C 4 Math identify sequence of events syllables initial medial and final d some; then; what things to count around town summary sentences

Make a Plan of Your Classroom 3 D 5 How To identify sequence of events count the number of sounds 
in words

initial medial and final r / l-family 
blends

look; at; the parts of a room sequential sentences

Every Tree Has a Life Cycle 3 D 6 Science identify sequence of events initial /s/ (seed, seedling, 
some)

initial /s/ (seed, seedling, some) the; will flowers, ground, grow, leaves, plant, 
roots, seed, seedling, stem, tree

write to a picture prompt

Balloon Ride 4 A 1 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements rhyming initial b I; see; the words to describe a balloon summary sentences

Fun at the Beach 4 A 1 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements Initial s Initial /s/ we; see; the beach; clams; crabs; seals write to a picture prompt

We Fish 4 B 2 Fiction 
Math

analyze story elements words with the same middle 
sound

initial and final g / final r go; eat identify a fishing event write about a story event

Up and Down the Hill 4 C 3 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements number of syllables initial and medial b; initial g he; she; down identify weather clothing and 
activities

write about story elements

The Birthday Flowers 4 C 4 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements Initial m Initial /m/ then; will; a; and; at; for; I; make; 
said; she; the; then; too; will

flowers; petals; stems; leaves; 
birthday

write to a picture prompt

Little Cat Goes Fast 4 D 5 Fiction 
Science

analyze story elements rhyming short a / initial c fast; her; say; want speed words (fast and slow) write about a story event
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Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number 
Level

Content Area Comprehension Phonemic Awareness Skill Phonics Skill High Frequency Words Academic Content Vocabulary Writing Lessons

At the Park 4 D 6 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze story elements segment phonemes in words r-controlled vowels / consonant 
blend sw

there; saw; for word that describe how Ben felt write sentences about the 
story

Craft Makers 5 A 1 Career make inferences beginning sounds m, r, t initial r I; make craft words factual sentences

People Use Tools 5 A 1 Science make inferences alliteration initial p I; am doing words comparison sentences

Let’s Go 5 B 2 Social Studies make inferences listen for syllables in words initial g she; he; is transportation words summary sentences

A Map of My House 5 C 3 Social Studies make inferences listen for initial h initial /h/ the; is; in; my; on map write to a picture prompt

Animal Treats 5 C 4 Science make inferences rhyming words initial s / long i from; get; like identify foods animals eat write about animal foods

Animals and Their Babies 5 D 5 Math make inferences segment and blend words by 
sounds

initial b / digraph ee here; are; three words for animal babies summary sentences

We Subtract 5 D 6 Math make inferences listen for initial and final n initial and final /n/ they; give; away; how; many; do; 
have; now

five; six; eight; nine; ten; twelve; 
fifteen; give away; how many

write to a picture prompt

Cleaning Up 6 A 1 Math summarize information rhyming initial j I; have kinds of toys summary sentences

Life at the Beach 6 A 1 Science summarize information initial and final b initial and final /b/ I; see; a snail; clam; crab; beach; fish; seal; 
bird

write to a picture prompt

My Cat 6 B 2 Social Studies summarize information listen for words with same 
middle sound

initial m has; me; my things cats like summary sentences

Patterns All Around 6 C 3 Math summarize information words that begin with the 
same sounds

hard and soft g here; are; the pattern words summary sentences

Fast Athletes 6 C 4 Career summarize information syllabication short a initial r get; make; some people who go fast summary sentences

On Stage 6 D 5 Career summarize information number of sounds in words long e initial st an; is; on what people do on stage write summary sentences

Counting Money 6 D 6 Math summarize information onset and rime digraph ch / open vowel pattern how; am; do money words summary sentences

Good Citizens Can Help 7 A 1 Social Studies make predictions initial /w/ (walk, wash) initial /w/ (walk, wash) I; can give, help, paint, read, sweep, walk, 
wash

write to a picture prompt

Life on a Farm 7 A 1 Social Studies make predictions rhyming initial f I; am words about farm life summary sentences

Homes For People 7 B 2 Social Studies make predictions listen for words with same 
ending sound

initial h a; an; is words for homes comparison sentences

Meet My Family 7 C 3 Social Studies make predictions final sounds hard g this; is; my family members summary sentences

Our Families Help 7 C 4 Social Studies make predictions segment and blend onset and 
rime

initial and medial m / initial d does; home; some identify family activities write about helping others

What People Do 7 D 5 Social Studies make predictions listen for consonant sounds in 
the middle of words

digraph wh / variant vowel oo they; when; this job words comparison sentences

How Many Legs? 7 D 6 Math make predictions onset and rime silent b / short a some; many; here animals that have four legs summary sentences

Things Move 8 A 1 Science compare and contrast words that start with /k/ initial c / initial and final r a; can; go identify things that move write a sentence about the 
book

What Do Communities Have? 8 A 1 Social Studies compare and contrast initial /h/ (house, horse) initial /h/ (house, horse) I; see; a building, bus, horse, house, people, 
school, store

write to a picture prompt

Schools Then and Now 8 B 2 Social Studies compare and contrast initial /b/ (boy, bench) initial /b/ (boy, bench) the; has; a bench, computer, desk, notebook, 
school, tablet

write to a picture prompt

Clothes 8 C 3 Social Studies compare and contrast initial and final /t/ (too, hat, 
coat)

initial and final /t/ (too, hat, coat) this: has; had coat, dress, hat, shoes write to a picture prompt

Look at the Animals 8 C 4 Science compare and contrast short a short a some; can; look animal words comparison sentences

My Models 8 D 5 Science compare and contrast identify initial sounds in one-
syllable words

long o/CVCe pattern with long i little; have; like toys comparison sentences

Bigger Than? Smaller Than? 8 D 6 Math compare and contrast listen for long vowel sounds in 
the middle of words

digraph th / r-family blends am; at; in animals factual sentences

Counting Pencils 9 A 1 Math identify cause and effect listen for initial p initial /p/ I; have counting; ten (10); fifty (50) write to a picture prompt

I Follow Rules at School 9 A 1 Social Studies identify cause and effect initial /r/ (reading, rules) initial /r/ (reading, rules) I; am giving, helping, listening, reading,  
sitting, sweeping, walking

write to a picture prompt

Small-Group Leveled Text  
Strategies and Skills—Grade K
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Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number 
Level

Content Area Comprehension Phonemic Awareness Skill Phonics Skill High Frequency Words Academic Content Vocabulary Writing Lessons

At the Park 4 D 6 Fiction 
Social Studies

analyze story elements segment phonemes in words r-controlled vowels / consonant 
blend sw

there; saw; for word that describe how Ben felt write sentences about the 
story

Craft Makers 5 A 1 Career make inferences beginning sounds m, r, t initial r I; make craft words factual sentences

People Use Tools 5 A 1 Science make inferences alliteration initial p I; am doing words comparison sentences

Let’s Go 5 B 2 Social Studies make inferences listen for syllables in words initial g she; he; is transportation words summary sentences

A Map of My House 5 C 3 Social Studies make inferences listen for initial h initial /h/ the; is; in; my; on map write to a picture prompt

Animal Treats 5 C 4 Science make inferences rhyming words initial s / long i from; get; like identify foods animals eat write about animal foods

Animals and Their Babies 5 D 5 Math make inferences segment and blend words by 
sounds

initial b / digraph ee here; are; three words for animal babies summary sentences

We Subtract 5 D 6 Math make inferences listen for initial and final n initial and final /n/ they; give; away; how; many; do; 
have; now

five; six; eight; nine; ten; twelve; 
fifteen; give away; how many

write to a picture prompt

Cleaning Up 6 A 1 Math summarize information rhyming initial j I; have kinds of toys summary sentences

Life at the Beach 6 A 1 Science summarize information initial and final b initial and final /b/ I; see; a snail; clam; crab; beach; fish; seal; 
bird

write to a picture prompt

My Cat 6 B 2 Social Studies summarize information listen for words with same 
middle sound

initial m has; me; my things cats like summary sentences

Patterns All Around 6 C 3 Math summarize information words that begin with the 
same sounds

hard and soft g here; are; the pattern words summary sentences

Fast Athletes 6 C 4 Career summarize information syllabication short a initial r get; make; some people who go fast summary sentences

On Stage 6 D 5 Career summarize information number of sounds in words long e initial st an; is; on what people do on stage write summary sentences

Counting Money 6 D 6 Math summarize information onset and rime digraph ch / open vowel pattern how; am; do money words summary sentences

Good Citizens Can Help 7 A 1 Social Studies make predictions initial /w/ (walk, wash) initial /w/ (walk, wash) I; can give, help, paint, read, sweep, walk, 
wash

write to a picture prompt

Life on a Farm 7 A 1 Social Studies make predictions rhyming initial f I; am words about farm life summary sentences

Homes For People 7 B 2 Social Studies make predictions listen for words with same 
ending sound

initial h a; an; is words for homes comparison sentences

Meet My Family 7 C 3 Social Studies make predictions final sounds hard g this; is; my family members summary sentences

Our Families Help 7 C 4 Social Studies make predictions segment and blend onset and 
rime

initial and medial m / initial d does; home; some identify family activities write about helping others

What People Do 7 D 5 Social Studies make predictions listen for consonant sounds in 
the middle of words

digraph wh / variant vowel oo they; when; this job words comparison sentences

How Many Legs? 7 D 6 Math make predictions onset and rime silent b / short a some; many; here animals that have four legs summary sentences

Things Move 8 A 1 Science compare and contrast words that start with /k/ initial c / initial and final r a; can; go identify things that move write a sentence about the 
book

What Do Communities Have? 8 A 1 Social Studies compare and contrast initial /h/ (house, horse) initial /h/ (house, horse) I; see; a building, bus, horse, house, people, 
school, store

write to a picture prompt

Schools Then and Now 8 B 2 Social Studies compare and contrast initial /b/ (boy, bench) initial /b/ (boy, bench) the; has; a bench, computer, desk, notebook, 
school, tablet

write to a picture prompt

Clothes 8 C 3 Social Studies compare and contrast initial and final /t/ (too, hat, 
coat)

initial and final /t/ (too, hat, coat) this: has; had coat, dress, hat, shoes write to a picture prompt

Look at the Animals 8 C 4 Science compare and contrast short a short a some; can; look animal words comparison sentences

My Models 8 D 5 Science compare and contrast identify initial sounds in one-
syllable words

long o/CVCe pattern with long i little; have; like toys comparison sentences

Bigger Than? Smaller Than? 8 D 6 Math compare and contrast listen for long vowel sounds in 
the middle of words

digraph th / r-family blends am; at; in animals factual sentences

Counting Pencils 9 A 1 Math identify cause and effect listen for initial p initial /p/ I; have counting; ten (10); fifty (50) write to a picture prompt

I Follow Rules at School 9 A 1 Social Studies identify cause and effect initial /r/ (reading, rules) initial /r/ (reading, rules) I; am giving, helping, listening, reading,  
sitting, sweeping, walking

write to a picture prompt
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Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number 
Level

Content Area Comprehension Phonemic Awareness Skill Phonics Skill High Frequency Words Academic Content Vocabulary Writing Lessons

Cutting Our Food 9 B 2 Math identify cause and effect listen for middle vowel sound 
u

short u I; am; a things kids can cut summary sentences

Magnets 9 C 3 Science identify cause and effect listen for words with i short i can; not; pick; up objects that a magnet will or won’t 
pick up

summary sentences

Helping Friends 9 C 4 Social Studies identify cause and effect listen for initial m initial /m/ my; has; I; can help write to a picture prompt

My Five Senses 9 D 5 Science identify cause and effect blend onset and rime closed syllable patterns 
word family -ell

have; two; with sense words summary sentences

See the Wind Blow! 9 D 6 Science identify cause and effect words that start with w initial and medial w / initial s around; away; come; stop identify things the wind does write about a cause or 
effect

Fruit Salad 10 A 1 Math draw conclusions alliteration initial and final s / initial p use; I; have identify fruits write about story events

Toy Models 10 A 1 Science draw conclusions listen for words with same 
middle sound

initial t is; a toy words summary sentences

Let’s Look Outside 10 B 2 Science draw conclusions words that rhyme with can word family -an I; can; see weather words summary sentences

We Use Water 10 C 3 Science draw conclusions listen for words that end with 
/n/

initial w we; use; for water words factual sentences

Across the Seasons 10 C 4 Science draw conclusions listen for initial and final d initial and final d good; they; are season words summary sentences

What Comes in Twos? 10 D 5 Math draw conclusions segment onset and rime long e and open vowel pattern / r-
controlled vowels

come; has; and pair words summary sentences

Going to Town With Mom and Dad 10 D 6 Social Studies draw conclusions segment phonemes in words consonant blend st / consonant 
blend cl

we; went; with things to do in town factual sentences

Small-Group Leveled Text  
Strategies and Skills—Grade K
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Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number 
Level

Content Area Comprehension Phonemic Awareness Skill Phonics Skill High Frequency Words Academic Content Vocabulary Writing Lessons

Cutting Our Food 9 B 2 Math identify cause and effect listen for middle vowel sound 
u

short u I; am; a things kids can cut summary sentences

Magnets 9 C 3 Science identify cause and effect listen for words with i short i can; not; pick; up objects that a magnet will or won’t 
pick up

summary sentences

Helping Friends 9 C 4 Social Studies identify cause and effect listen for initial m initial /m/ my; has; I; can help write to a picture prompt

My Five Senses 9 D 5 Science identify cause and effect blend onset and rime closed syllable patterns 
word family -ell

have; two; with sense words summary sentences

See the Wind Blow! 9 D 6 Science identify cause and effect words that start with w initial and medial w / initial s around; away; come; stop identify things the wind does write about a cause or 
effect

Fruit Salad 10 A 1 Math draw conclusions alliteration initial and final s / initial p use; I; have identify fruits write about story events

Toy Models 10 A 1 Science draw conclusions listen for words with same 
middle sound

initial t is; a toy words summary sentences

Let’s Look Outside 10 B 2 Science draw conclusions words that rhyme with can word family -an I; can; see weather words summary sentences

We Use Water 10 C 3 Science draw conclusions listen for words that end with 
/n/

initial w we; use; for water words factual sentences

Across the Seasons 10 C 4 Science draw conclusions listen for initial and final d initial and final d good; they; are season words summary sentences

What Comes in Twos? 10 D 5 Math draw conclusions segment onset and rime long e and open vowel pattern / r-
controlled vowels

come; has; and pair words summary sentences

Going to Town With Mom and Dad 10 D 6 Social Studies draw conclusions segment phonemes in words consonant blend st / consonant 
blend cl

we; went; with things to do in town factual sentences
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Unit Week Tier One Words Tier Two Words Tier Three Words Spelling Words

1 1
N/A N/A Comprehension Poster: stated main idea, supporting details, ask 

questions
N/A

2
N/A N/A What Are Some Rules at Home? (BB): citizens, healthy, respectful, 

responsibility, rules, safe
N/A

3
With My Family (RT):  is, me, my, play, this, with N/A With My Family (RT): brother, dad, mom, sister N/A

2 4
N/A N/A Comprehension Poster: analyze character, visualize, traits, feelings, 

changes, relationships, clues
N/A

5
N/A The Three Little Pigs (BB):  Sound words (huff, puff, slammed, 

knocked, whispered, bump, thump, splash)
N/A N/A

6
About Me (RT): am, from, have, I, like, to About Me (RT): read, run, ride, sing N/A StartUp Unit 1: am

3 7
N/A Comprehension Poster: first, next, then, now, last, soon, finally Comprehension Poster: identify sequence, determine text importance StartUp Unit 2: am, Sam

8
N/A N/A The Life Cycle of a Frog (BB): adult, animals, change, eggs, frog, life cycle, 

lungs, tadpole
StartUp Unit 3:  am, Sam, mat, sat, Tam

9
Baby Animals (RT): come, good, here, I, see, what N/A Baby Animals (RT): bunnies, kittens, lambs, puppies StartUp Unit 4: man, Nat, mat, sat, Tam, tan

4 10
N/A N/A Comprehension Poster: story elements, character(s), setting, problem, 

solution, summarize, synthesize
StartUp Unit 5: man, Nat, tan, am, in, sit

11
StartUp: is The Enormous Watermelon (BB): Synonyms 

(enormous/gigantic; huge/large; pull/drag; bare/empty;  
little/tiny)

N/A StartUp Unit 6: man, mat, fan, fit, if, fin

12
StartUp: a, has N/A We Like Fruit (RT): apples, cherries, pears, watermelon StartUp Unit 7: tin, fat, tap, pat, pin, sip

We Like Fruit (RT): do, like, some,  
we, yes, you

5 13
StartUp: a, is, has, man, pan, Sam, the N/A Comprehension Poster: inferences, connections, clues, evidence StartUp Unit 8: nap, fit, on, pot, mop, not

14
StartUp: a, and, has, is, of, see, the, with, for Katy’s First Day of School (BB): People, places, things 

at school (friends, teacher, principal, nurse, cafeteria, 
playground, office, books, lunch, pencils)

N/A StartUp Unit 9: pit, top, cat, can, cot, cap

Katy’s First Day of School (BB): am, it, like, said

15
StartUp: see, with, a, and, has, is, of, the N/A At School (RT): cafeteria, classroom, field, library StartUp Unit 10: nip, can, hat, him, hit, hop

At School (RT): get, go, the, to, have 

Benchmark Literacy Grade K  
Vocabulary and Spelling Words by Unit and Week
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Unit Week Tier One Words Tier Two Words Tier Three Words Spelling Words

1 1
N/A N/A Comprehension Poster: stated main idea, supporting details, ask 

questions
N/A

2
N/A N/A What Are Some Rules at Home? (BB): citizens, healthy, respectful, 

responsibility, rules, safe
N/A

3
With My Family (RT):  is, me, my, play, this, with N/A With My Family (RT): brother, dad, mom, sister N/A

2 4
N/A N/A Comprehension Poster: analyze character, visualize, traits, feelings, 

changes, relationships, clues
N/A

5
N/A The Three Little Pigs (BB):  Sound words (huff, puff, slammed, 

knocked, whispered, bump, thump, splash)
N/A N/A

6
About Me (RT): am, from, have, I, like, to About Me (RT): read, run, ride, sing N/A StartUp Unit 1: am

3 7
N/A Comprehension Poster: first, next, then, now, last, soon, finally Comprehension Poster: identify sequence, determine text importance StartUp Unit 2: am, Sam

8
N/A N/A The Life Cycle of a Frog (BB): adult, animals, change, eggs, frog, life cycle, 

lungs, tadpole
StartUp Unit 3:  am, Sam, mat, sat, Tam

9
Baby Animals (RT): come, good, here, I, see, what N/A Baby Animals (RT): bunnies, kittens, lambs, puppies StartUp Unit 4: man, Nat, mat, sat, Tam, tan

4 10
N/A N/A Comprehension Poster: story elements, character(s), setting, problem, 

solution, summarize, synthesize
StartUp Unit 5: man, Nat, tan, am, in, sit

11
StartUp: is The Enormous Watermelon (BB): Synonyms 

(enormous/gigantic; huge/large; pull/drag; bare/empty;  
little/tiny)

N/A StartUp Unit 6: man, mat, fan, fit, if, fin

12
StartUp: a, has N/A We Like Fruit (RT): apples, cherries, pears, watermelon StartUp Unit 7: tin, fat, tap, pat, pin, sip

We Like Fruit (RT): do, like, some,  
we, yes, you

5 13
StartUp: a, is, has, man, pan, Sam, the N/A Comprehension Poster: inferences, connections, clues, evidence StartUp Unit 8: nap, fit, on, pot, mop, not

14
StartUp: a, and, has, is, of, see, the, with, for Katy’s First Day of School (BB): People, places, things 

at school (friends, teacher, principal, nurse, cafeteria, 
playground, office, books, lunch, pencils)

N/A StartUp Unit 9: pit, top, cat, can, cot, cap

Katy’s First Day of School (BB): am, it, like, said

15
StartUp: see, with, a, and, has, is, of, the N/A At School (RT): cafeteria, classroom, field, library StartUp Unit 10: nip, can, hat, him, hit, hop

At School (RT): get, go, the, to, have 

RT (instruction with Reader’s Theater Script)
BB (instruction with Big Book)
StartUp (instruction with StartUp Phonics Unit)
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Unit Week Tier One Words Tier Two Words Tier Three Words Spelling Words

6 16
StartUp: a, and, has, is, of, see, the, with, for, no N/A Comprehension Poster: summarize, fix-up, detail, big ideas, summary StartUp Unit 11: hat, sap, bat, bib, bin, bit

17
StartUp: a, and, for, has, is, of, see, the, with, cannot N/A Animals in Their Habitats (BB): adapted, animals, beak, claws, habitats, 

shelter, temperature, webbed feet
StartUp Unit 12: bit, him, cup, nut, sun, but

18
StartUp: a, are, and, for, no, has, have, is, of, see, the, 
cannot, with

N/A In the Sea (RT): clam, crab, snail, starfish StartUp Unit 13: cup, hop, run, rat, rub, rip

In the Sea (RT): is, like, little, see, the, we

7 19
StartUp: are, have, a, and, for, has, is, no, of, said, see, 
the, with

N/A Comprehension Poster: predictions, inferences, clues, evidence StartUp Unit 14: rap, cab, met, pen, let, ten

20
StartUp: have, said, no, I, me, you Who’s in the Shed? (BB): Adjectives (big, brown, fat, gray, little, old, 

pink, red, sleek, white)
N/A StartUp Unit 15: men, bin, tag, get, beg, rug

21
StartUp: a, and, come, has, here, is, said, see, the, 
with, here, to

N/A Farm Animals (RT): cow, duck, horse, pig StartUp Unit 16: bag, pen, dig, had, red, did

Farm Animals (RT): a, am, eat, I, who

8 22
StartUp: I, for, go, is, look, me, my, said, the, he Comprehension Poster: alike, also, both, however, same, while,  

different 
Comprehension Poster: compare, comparisons, contrast, determine text 
importance

StartUp Unit 17: bed, pat, wet, win, wig, wed

23
StartUp: I, for, go, is, look, me, my, said, the N/A Children Past and Present (BB): children, clothes, computer, future, past, 

present, school, tools
StartUp Unit 18: bag, dad, let, lap, lid, lip

24
StartUp: and, are, come, go, of, put, see, want, with N/A People at School (RT): bus driver, coach, nurse, teacher StartUp Unit 19: lab, bin, job, jam, Jim, Jen

People at School (RT): am, here, our, the, who, you

9 25
StartUp: and, come, for, here, is, look, said, saw, she, 
the, this

Comprehension Poster: because, so, if…then, as a result Comprehension Poster: cause, effect, connections StartUp Unit 20: led, bad, kiss, Kit, jam, Kim

26
StartUp: do, he, like, look, now, she 
Teddy on the Move (BB): and, in, see, the

Teddy on the Move (BB): Words for moving fast (rush/rushes,  
dash/dashing, hurry, zips, running, moving)

N/A StartUp Unit 21: jog, but, yes, yap, yell, yet

27
StartUp: home, they, went, now, this, want, she, come N/A Look at It Go! (RT): boat, car, plane, rocket StartUp Unit 22: yet, tip, vet, van, Val, hug

Look at It Go! (RT): can, go, look, make, we, what

10 28
StartUp: good N/A Comprehension Poster: conclusions, inferences, clues, evidence StartUp Unit 23: jam, bad, quit, yet, quip, quill

29
StartUp: be, was, home, now, this, have, and, to, and, 
we

The Gingerbread Man (BB): Sequence words (next, then, finally, soon, 
last, after, later, second, during)

The Gingerbread Man (BB): currant, peel StartUp Unit 24: sip, did, mix, box, fox, wax

30
StartUp: there, then, out N/A Finding Shapes (RT): circle, rectangle, square, triangle StartUp Unit 25: fox, quiz, zip, buzz, zap, fuzz

Finding Shapes (RT): can, find, I, the, yes, you

Benchmark Literacy Grade K  
Vocabulary and Spelling Words by Unit and Week
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Unit Week Tier One Words Tier Two Words Tier Three Words Spelling Words

6 16
StartUp: a, and, has, is, of, see, the, with, for, no N/A Comprehension Poster: summarize, fix-up, detail, big ideas, summary StartUp Unit 11: hat, sap, bat, bib, bin, bit

17
StartUp: a, and, for, has, is, of, see, the, with, cannot N/A Animals in Their Habitats (BB): adapted, animals, beak, claws, habitats, 

shelter, temperature, webbed feet
StartUp Unit 12: bit, him, cup, nut, sun, but

18
StartUp: a, are, and, for, no, has, have, is, of, see, the, 
cannot, with

N/A In the Sea (RT): clam, crab, snail, starfish StartUp Unit 13: cup, hop, run, rat, rub, rip

In the Sea (RT): is, like, little, see, the, we

7 19
StartUp: are, have, a, and, for, has, is, no, of, said, see, 
the, with

N/A Comprehension Poster: predictions, inferences, clues, evidence StartUp Unit 14: rap, cab, met, pen, let, ten

20
StartUp: have, said, no, I, me, you Who’s in the Shed? (BB): Adjectives (big, brown, fat, gray, little, old, 

pink, red, sleek, white)
N/A StartUp Unit 15: men, bin, tag, get, beg, rug

21
StartUp: a, and, come, has, here, is, said, see, the, 
with, here, to

N/A Farm Animals (RT): cow, duck, horse, pig StartUp Unit 16: bag, pen, dig, had, red, did

Farm Animals (RT): a, am, eat, I, who

8 22
StartUp: I, for, go, is, look, me, my, said, the, he Comprehension Poster: alike, also, both, however, same, while,  

different 
Comprehension Poster: compare, comparisons, contrast, determine text 
importance

StartUp Unit 17: bed, pat, wet, win, wig, wed

23
StartUp: I, for, go, is, look, me, my, said, the N/A Children Past and Present (BB): children, clothes, computer, future, past, 

present, school, tools
StartUp Unit 18: bag, dad, let, lap, lid, lip

24
StartUp: and, are, come, go, of, put, see, want, with N/A People at School (RT): bus driver, coach, nurse, teacher StartUp Unit 19: lab, bin, job, jam, Jim, Jen

People at School (RT): am, here, our, the, who, you

9 25
StartUp: and, come, for, here, is, look, said, saw, she, 
the, this

Comprehension Poster: because, so, if…then, as a result Comprehension Poster: cause, effect, connections StartUp Unit 20: led, bad, kiss, Kit, jam, Kim

26
StartUp: do, he, like, look, now, she 
Teddy on the Move (BB): and, in, see, the

Teddy on the Move (BB): Words for moving fast (rush/rushes,  
dash/dashing, hurry, zips, running, moving)

N/A StartUp Unit 21: jog, but, yes, yap, yell, yet

27
StartUp: home, they, went, now, this, want, she, come N/A Look at It Go! (RT): boat, car, plane, rocket StartUp Unit 22: yet, tip, vet, van, Val, hug

Look at It Go! (RT): can, go, look, make, we, what

10 28
StartUp: good N/A Comprehension Poster: conclusions, inferences, clues, evidence StartUp Unit 23: jam, bad, quit, yet, quip, quill

29
StartUp: be, was, home, now, this, have, and, to, and, 
we

The Gingerbread Man (BB): Sequence words (next, then, finally, soon, 
last, after, later, second, during)

The Gingerbread Man (BB): currant, peel StartUp Unit 24: sip, did, mix, box, fox, wax

30
StartUp: there, then, out N/A Finding Shapes (RT): circle, rectangle, square, triangle StartUp Unit 25: fox, quiz, zip, buzz, zap, fuzz

Finding Shapes (RT): can, find, I, the, yes, you

RT (instruction with Reader’s Theater Script)
BB (instruction with Big Book)
StartUp (instruction with StartUp Phonics Unit)
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StartUp Phonics Skills—Grade K 
Phonological and Letter Awareness Lessons

Week 1 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Stick letters

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Straight sticks

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Slanted sticks

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Straight and  

slanted sticks

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Review stick  

letters

Week 2 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Circles and curves

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Sticks and curves

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Sticks and  

circles

Letter 
Discrimination
•  Letters that look 

alike

•  Review letter  
discrimination

Week 3 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•    Word  
discrimination

•  Rhyme  
recognition

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Concept of words

•  Listening
•  Rhyme  

recognition

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Concept of words

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Rhyme  
recognition

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

A a B b Cc

Week 4 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Rhyme  
recognition

•  Listening
•  Concept of words

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Concept of words

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Concept of words

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Concept of words

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

D d E e F

Week 5 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Rhyme  
recognition

•  Concept of words

•  Word  
discrimination

•  Concept of  
sentences

•  Listening
•  Concept of  

sentences

•  Rhyme  
recognition

•  Concept of words

•  Listening 
•  Producing rhyme

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

f G g H h
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Week 6 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Producing rhyme
•  Segmenting words 

by syllables

•  Identifying rhyme
•  Segmenting words 

by syllables 

•  Listening
•  Segmenting words 

by syllables

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Identifying 
repeated sounds

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Segmenting  
compound words

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

Ii J j Kk L

Week 7 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Producing rhyme
•  Segmenting 

compound words

•  Producing rhyme
•  Segmenting 

initial sounds

•  Listening
•  Producing rhyme

•  Identifying rhyme
•  Segmenting  

initial sounds

•  Sound  
discrimination

•  Segmenting words 
by syllables

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

l M m N n

Week 8 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Producing rhyme
•  Segmenting  

initial sounds

•  Sound  
discrimination

•  Segmenting words 
into syllables 

•  Performing steps 
in a sequence

•  Identifying rhyme

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Segmenting words 
by syllables

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Segmenting words 
into syllables

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

Oo Pp Q q R

Week 9 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Producing rhyme
•  Segmenting words 

into syllables

•  Blending  
syllables

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Blending  
syllables

•  Segmenting words 
into syllables

•  Sound 
discrimination

•  Blending 
syllables

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Segmenting words 
into syllables

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

r Ss T t Uu

Week 10 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Phonological 
Awareness 
Skill

•  Producing rhyme
•  Segmenting  

initial sounds

•  Blending  
syllables

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Blending  
syllables

•  Segmenting 
initial sounds

•  Blending  
syllables

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Segmenting  
initial sounds

•  Segmenting words 
by syllables

Letter  
Recognition  
and Formation

Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
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StartUp Phonics Skills—Grade K 
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Units

Unit/  
Phonics Skill

Phonological  
Awareness Skill

Phonemic  
Awareness Skill

Sight  
Words

Spelling 
Words

1/Mm and Short 
Aa

listening for rhyme • initial /m/ 
• medial /a/

N/A am

2/Ss listening for rhyme • initial /s/ 
•  listening for initial 

sounds

N/A am, Sam

3/Tt listening for rhyme • initial /t/ 
• l istening for initial 

consonant sounds

N/A am, Sam, mat, sat, Tam

4/Nn listening for rhyme • initial /n/ 
•  differentiating  

consonant sounds

N/A man, Nat, mat, sat, 
Tam, tan

5/Short Ii listening for rhyme • medial /i/ 
•  differentiating medial 

sounds

N/A man, Nat, tan, am,  
in, sit

6/Ff listening for rhyme • initial /f/ 
•  listening for initial 

consonants

is man, mat, fam, fit,  
if, fin

7/Pp identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial /p/ 
•  blending and  

segmenting onset  
and rime

a, has tin, fat, tap, pat,  
pin, sip

8/Short Oo identifying and  
producing rhyme

• medial /o/ 
•  discriminating medial 

sounds

the nap, fit, on, pot,  
mop, not

9/Cc identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial /k/ 
• discriminating sounds

and, of pit, top, cat, can,  
cot, cap

10/Hh identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial /h/ 
•  blending and  

segmenting onset  
and rime

with, see nip, can, hat, him,  
hit, hop

11/Bb identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial /b/ 
•  identifying final  

consonants

for, no hat, sap, bat, bib, 
bin, bit

12/Short Uu identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial and medial /u/ 
•  blending onset  

and rime

cannot bit, him, cup, nut,  
sun, but

13/Rr identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial /r/ 
•  differentiating final 

consonants

have, are cup, hop, run, rat,  
rub, rip

14/Short Ee identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial and medial /e/ 
•  segmenting and  

blending onset  
and rime

said rap, cab, met, pen,  
let, ten

15/Gg identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial /g/ 
•  segmenting and  

blending onset  
and rime

I, you, me men, bin, tag, get, 
beg, rug
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Unit/  
Phonics Skill

Phonological  
Awareness Skill

Phonemic  
Awareness Skill

Sight  
Words

Spelling 
Words

16/Dd identifying and  
producing rhyme

• initial /d/ 
• blending phonemes

come, here, to bag, pen, dig, had, red, 
did

17/Ww • initial /w/ 
• blending phonemes 
•  blending and  

segmenting onset  
and rime

my, look,  he bed, pat, wet, win, wig, 
wed

18/Ll • initial /l/ 
•  listening for initial 

consonant sounds
•  blending and  

segmenting onset  
and rime

go bag, dad, let, lap, lid, 
lip

19/Jj • initial /j/ 
•  initial sound  

substitution
•  blending and  

segmenting onset  
and rime

put, want lab, bin, job, jam, Jim, 
Jen

20/Kk • medial /k/ 
•  initial sound  

substitution
•  blending and  

segmenting sounds

this, she, saw led, bad, kiss, Kit, jam, 
Kim

21/Yy • initial /y/ 
• vowel substitution
•  blending and  

segmenting sounds

now, like, do jog, but, yes, yap, yell, 
yet

22/Vv • initial /v/ 
• vowel substitution
•  blending and  

segmenting sounds  

home, they, went yet, tip,vet, van, Val, 
hug

23/Qq • medial /kw/ 
•  initial sound  

substitution
•  blending and  

segmenting sounds

good Jam, bad, quilt, yet, 
quip, quill

24/Xx • final /ks/ 
• vowel substitution
•  blending and  

segmenting sounds

was, be, we sip, did, mix, box, fox, 
wax

25/Zz • initial and final /z/ 
•  final sound  

substitution
•  blending and  

segmenting sounds

there, then, out fox, quiz, zip, buzz, 
zap, fuzz
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*All titles are based on the recommended read-aloud lists of Linda Hoyt, Fountas & Pinnell, Stephanie Harvey, Making Meaning, and Booksource.

Grade K Recommended Trade Book Read-Aloud Titles*

Benchmark 
Literacy Unit

Suggested Metacognitive 
Strategy Focus

Title Author Genre

1 Ask questions Where’s Spot? Eric Hill Realistic Fiction

1 Ask questions From Caterpillar to Butterfly Deborah Heiligman Informational Nonfiction

1 Ask questions Owl Moon Jane Yolen Realistic Fiction

1 Ask questions Spotlight on Spiders Densey Clyne Informational Nonfiction

1 Ask questions Click Clack Moo: Cows That 
Type 

Doreen Cronin Animal Fantasy

1 Ask questions From Seed to Plant Gail Gibbons Informational Nonfiction 

2 Visualize Good Dog, Carl Alexandra Day Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

2 Visualize About Insects Cathryn Sill Informational Nonfiction

2 Visualize Napping House Audrey Wood Fantasy

2 Visualize Hush! A Thai Lullaby Mintong Ho Realistic Fiction

2 Visualize Quiet, Please Eve Merrian Realistic Fiction

2 Visualize Sea Squares Joy N . Hulme Nonfiction 

3 Determine text importance Secret Signs: Escape Through 
the Underground Railroad 

Anita Riggio Historical Fiction

3 Determine text importance The Important Book Margaret Wise 
Brown

Informational Nonfiction

3 Determine text importance Mike Mulligan and  
His Steam Shovel 

Virginia Lee Burton Realistic Fiction

3 Determine text importance Animals Nobody Loves Seymour Simon Informational Nonfiction

3 Determine text importance The Wednesday Surprise Eve Bunting Realistic Fiction

3 Determine text importance Mountains Seymour Simon Informational Nonfiction 

4 Summarize & synthesize Froggy Gets Dressed Jonathan London Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

4 Summarize & synthesize An Octopus Is Amazing Patricia Lauber Informational Nonfiction

4 Summarize & synthesize Mouse Count Ellen Stoll Walsh Color Concepts/Math Concepts

4 Summarize & synthesize Doctor Heather Miller Informational Nonfiction

4 Summarize & synthesize Too Many Pears Jackie French Animal Fantasy

4 Summarize & synthesize Me and My Amazing Body Joan Sweeney Informational Nonfiction 

5 Make connections Goodnight Moon Margaret Wise 
Brown

Realistic Fiction

5 Make connections About Birds: A Guide for 
Children

Cathryn Sill Informational Nonfiction

5 Make connections Little Bear’s Visit Else Holmelund 
Minarik

Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

5 Make connections Fall Tanya Thayer Informational Nonfiction

5 Make connections Hooray for Snail John Stadler Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

5 Make connections Zookeeper Heather Miller Informational Nonfiction
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Benchmark 
Literacy Unit

Suggested Metacognitive 
Strategy Focus

Title Author Genre

6 Fix-up monitoring Mouse Paint Ellen Stoll Walsh Color Concepts

6 Fix-up monitoring Snow Andy Owen Informational Nonfiction

6 Fix-up monitoring Lilly’s Purple Plastic Purse Kevin Henkes Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

6 Fix-up monitoring Monarchs Kathryn Lasky Informational Nonfiction

6 Fix-up monitoring My Friend Rabbit Eric Rohmann Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

6 Fix-up monitoring Dogs Seymour Simon Informational Nonfiction 

7 Make inferences No, David David Shannon Realistic Fiction

7 Make inferences City Signs Zoran Milich Informational Nonfiction

7 Make inferences Five Minutes’ Peace Jill Murphy Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

7 Make inferences How Are You Peeling?  Foods 
with Moods

Saxton Freymann Informational Nonfiction

7 Make inferences Farmer Duck Martin Waddell Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

7 Make inferences Bugs Are Insects Anne Rockwell Informational Nonfiction 

8 Determine text importance Frederick Leo Lionni Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

8 Determine text importance I Have a Dream Dr . Martin Luther 
King, Jr . 

Informational Nonfiction

8 Determine text importance The Stray Dog Marc Simont Realistic Fiction

8 Determine text importance Planet Earth/Inside Out Gail Gibbons Informational Nonfiction

8 Determine text importance The Grouchy Ladybug Eric Carle Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

8 Determine text importance The Post Office Book: Mail 
and How It Moves 

Gail Gibbons Informational Nonfiction 

9 Make connections Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary 
Tale 

Mo Willems Realistic Fiction

9 Make connections What Color Is Nature? Stephen Swinburne Informational Nonfiction

9 Make connections Charlie Anderson Barbara 
Abercrombie

Realistic Fiction

9 Make connections Friends at School Rochelle Bunnett Informational Nonfiction

9 Make connections Frog and Toad Together Arnold Lobel Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

9 Make connections Bread, Bread, Bread Ann Morris Informational Nonfiction 

10 Make inferences Olivia Ian Falconer Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

10 Make inferences Mama: A True Story Jeanette Winter Realistic Fiction/Animal Fantasy

10 Make inferences Billy and Milly, Short and Silly Eve Feldman Realistic Fiction

10 Make inferences Spots: Counting Creatures 
from Sky to Sea 

Carolyn Lesser Informational Nonfiction

10 Make inferences Sit, Truman! Dan Harper Realistic Fiction

10 Make inferences Gorillas Seymour Simon Informational Nonfiction 
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Day Lesson Section Type of Writing Writing Objective
All Days Writing to Sources 

Handbook
Shared Interactive or 
Independent

Support Opinion/Argument, Informative/ 
Explanatory, and Narrative writing based on 
text evidence .

1 Think Aloud and Use the 
Metacognitive Strategy

Shared Writing Build metacognitive strategy awareness by 
generating ideas to capture in a class anchor 
chart . 

Connect Thinking, Speaking, 
and Writing

Shared Writing Build comprehension strategy understanding 
by recording ideas related to Poster 1 .

Home/School Connection Independent Demonstrate comprehension understandings 
in writing through graphic organizers, 
paragraphs, and other forms .

2 Review the Metacognitive 
Strategy

Shared Writing Demonstrate metacognitive thinking by writing 
ideas in relation to Poster 2 .

Use the Comprehension 
Strategy

Shared or Interactive Writing Practice applying the comprehension strategy 
by generating written ideas related to Poster 2 .

Connect Thinking, Speaking, 
and Writing

Shared or Interactive Writing Practice applying the comprehension strategy 
by generating written ideas related to Poster 2 .

Home/School Connection Independent Demonstrate independent application of the 
target comprehension strategy by developing a 
graphic organizer, paragraph, or other writing 
format . 

3 Extend the Comprehension 
Strategy

Shared or Interactive Writing Apply the target comprehension strategy by 
recording ideas on Poster 2 . 

Home/School Connection Independent Demonstrate independent application of the 
target comprehension strategy by developing a 
graphic organizer, paragraph, or other writing 
format . 

4 Answer Text-Dependent 
Comprehension Questions

Independent or Partner Demonstrate text comprehension by writing 
short answers to questions at four levels of 
text-dependent comprehension .

Home/School Connection Independent Demonstrate independent application of the 
target comprehension strategy by developing a 
graphic organizer, paragraph, or other writing 
format . 

5 Metacognitive Self-
Assessment

Journaling Students reflect on their metacognitive and 
comprehension strategy learning .

Constructed Written 
Response

Independent writing Demonstrate strategy mastery by organizing 
ideas, generating a paragraph, and evaluating 
their own writing using a simple rubric .

Ongoing Comprehension 
Strategy Assessment

Short-answer test items The ongoing comprehension strategy 
assessment requires students to answer 
both multiple-choice and short-answer test 
questions .

Whole-Group Writing Connections—Grades K–2 
Week 1
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Whole-Group Writing Connections—Grades K–2 
Week 2

Day Lesson Section Type of Writing Writing Objective
All Days Writing to Sources 

Handbook
Shared Interactive or 
Independent

Support Opinion/Argument, Informative/ 
Explanatory, and Narrative writing based on Text-
Evidence .

1 Activate Prior Knowledge Shared Writing Activate students’ prior knowledge about the fiction 
or nonfiction big book topic on a graphic organizer .

Front-Load Academic 
Vocabulary (Nonfiction 
Units)

Group or Partner Writing Students’ assess their vocabulary knowledge of 
target words .

Read: Content 
Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

Shared Writing Apply metacognitive and comprehension strategies 
to record ideas on a graphic organizer .

Reread: Comprehension  
(Fiction Units)

Shared Writing Apply metacognitive and comprehension strategies 
to record ideas and analysis on a graphic organizer .

2 Read: Content 
Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

Shared Writing Apply metacognitive and comprehension strategies 
to record ideas on a graphic organizer .

Retell 
(Fiction Units)

Shared Writing Demonstrate understanding of the story elements 
by retelling and recording key events on a graphic 
organizer .

Read: Comprehension  
(Fiction Units)

Shared Writing Apply metacognitive and comprehension strategies 
to record ideas and analysis on a graphic organizer .

3 Read: Content 
Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

Shared Writing Apply metacognitive and comprehension strategies 
to record ideas on a graphic organizer .

Retell the Story 
(Fiction Units)

Shared Writing Demonstrate understanding of the story elements 
by retelling and recording key events on a graphic 
organizer .

Respond to the Story 
(Fiction Units)

Shared Writing Record students’ personal responses to the story 
using a variety of graphic organizer activities .

4 Read: Content 
Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

Shared Writing Apply metacognitive and comprehension strategies 
to record ideas on a graphic organizer .

Summarize and Synthesize 
Information (Nonfiction 
Units)

Shared Writing Complete a graphic organizer to synthesize ideas 
from the text in the form of generalizations or 
conclusions about the nonfiction text .

Brainstorm Writing Ideas 
(Fiction Units)

Shared Writing Model how to brainstorm writing ideas; develop 
ideas for a group writing activity .

Develop Tier Two 
Vocabulary 
(Fiction Units)

Shared Writing Expand students’ Tier Two vocabulary by 
developing a class anchor chart based on the 
vocabulary lesson .

5 Shared Writing 
(All Units)

Model the Writing 
Process

Apply comprehension knowledge and 
understanding of the nonfiction topic or fiction 
genre to brainstorm, draft, revise, and share a 
group text .
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Whole-Group Writing Connections—Grades K–2 
Week 3

Day Lesson Section Type of Writing Writing Objective
All Days Writing to Sources 

Handbook
Shared Interactive or 
Independent

Support Opinion/Argument, Informative/ 
Explanatory, and Narrative writing based on 
Text-Evidence .

1 Activate Prior Knowledge 
(Grade K)

Shared Writing Record students’ ideas about the Reader’s 
Theater text on a class graphic organizer .

Read Aloud the Original 
Rhyme or Song 
(Grade 1)

Shared Writing Build background for the original rhyme or 
song and record ideas on a class anchor chart .

Introduce Fluency Skills 
(Grade 2)

Shared Writing Reinforce students’ understanding of the 
fluency skill and how to apply it to connected 
text by composing a class anchor chart .

2 Shared Writing 
(Grade K)

Shared Writing Generate original sentences as a whole group 
using the sentence pattern and high-frequency 
words from the text .

Retell the Script 
(Grade 1)

Shared Writing Demonstrate understanding of the story 
elements by retelling and recording key events 
on a graphic organizer .

3 Introduce Fluency Skills 
(Grades K–1)

Shared Writing Reinforce students’ understanding of the 
fluency skill and how to apply it to connected 
text by composing a class anchor chart .

Build Comprehension 
(Grade 2)

Shared Writing Record students’ ideas about the author’s 
purpose for writing the script . 

4 Build Tier Two Vocabulary 
(Grade 2)

Think/Pair/Write/Share Expand Tier Two vocabulary by generating 
ideas on a vocabulary graphic organizer .

5 Assess and Reflect 
(Grades K–2)

Shared or Independent 
Writing

Students reflect on their Reader’s Theater 
performance and goals for future fluency 
performances .
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Benchmark Literacy—Grade K 
Small-Group Writing Connections by Unit

Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number  
Level

Interactive Writing Mini-Lessons

A Bear Cub Grows 1 A 1 Write a description
A Plant Has Needs 1 A 1 Write a how-to
The Flag 1 B 2 Write a personal narrative
Families Have Rules 1 C 3 Write a how-to
A Plant Has Parts 1 C 4 Write a description
What Is in a Forest? 1 D 5 Write a retelling
Jobs in a Community 1 D 6 Write a retelling
How Many Walruses? 2 A 1 Write a story prediction
Things I Like Doing 2 A 1 Write summary sentences
Jobs Up High 2 B 2 Write comparison sentences
Costume Party 2 C 3 Write summary sentences
Sam 2 C 4 Write sentences about story events
The Cake 2 D 5 Write about story characters
Mrs . Kangaroo’s Trip 2 D 6 Write about a character
It’s Time! 3 A 1 Write sequential sentences
Magnet Fishing Game 3 A 1 Write sequential sentences
Make a Drum 3 B 2 Write summary sentences
Winter Weather Fun 3 C 3 Describe a story event
Counting Around Town 3 C 4 Write summary sentences
Make a Plan of Your Classroom 3 D 5 Write sequential sentences
Every Tree Has a Life Cycle 3 D 6 Write a retelling
Balloon Ride 4 A 1 Write summary sentences
Fun at the Beach 4 A 1 Write a description
We Fish 4 B 2 Write about a story event
Up and Down the Hill 4 C 3 Write about story elements
The Birthday Flowers 4 C 4 Write a how-to
Little Cat Goes Fast 4 D 5 Write about a story event
At the Park 4 D 6 Write sentences about the story
Craft Makers 5 A 1 Write factual sentences
People Use Tools 5 A 1 Write comparison sentences
Let’s Go 5 B 2 Write summary sentences
A Map of My House 5 C 3 Describe a feeling
Animal Treats 5 C 4 Write about animal foods
Animals and Their Babies 5 D 5 Write summary sentences
We Subtract 5 D 6 Write a personal narrative
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Title Unit Letter 
Level

Number  
Level

Interactive Writing Mini-Lessons

Cleaning Up 6 A 1 Write summary sentences
Life at the Beach 6 A 1 Write a narrative
My Cat 6 B 2 Write summary sentences
Patterns All Around 6 C 3 Write summary sentences
Fast Athletes 6 C 4 Write summary sentences
On Stage 6 D 5 Write summary sentences
Counting Money 6 D 6 Write summary sentences
Good Citizens Can Help 7 A 1 Write to a picture prompt
Life on a Farm 7 A 1 Write summary sentences
Homes For People 7 B 2 Write comparison sentences
Meet My Family 7 C 3 Write summary sentences
Our Families Help 7 C 4 Write about helping others
What People Do 7 D 5 Write comparison sentences
How Many Legs? 7 D 6 Write summary sentences
Things Move 8 A 1 Write a sentence about the book
What Do Communities Have? 8 A 1 Write to a picture prompt
Schools Then and Now 8 B 2 Write to a picture prompt
Clothes 8 C 3 Write to a picture prompt
Look at the Animals 8 C 4 Write comparison sentences
My Models 8 D 5 Write comparison sentences
Bigger Than? Smaller Than? 8 D 6 Write factual sentences
Counting Pencils 9 A 1 Write to a picture prompt
I Follow Rules at School 9 A 1 Write to a picture prompt
Cutting Our Food 9 B 2 Write summary sentences
Magnets 9 C 3 Write summary sentences
Helping Friends 9 C 4 Write to a picture prompt
My Five Senses 9 D 5 Write summary sentences
See the Wind Blow! 9 D 6 Write about a cause or effect
Fruit Salad 10 A 1 Write about story events
Toy Models 10 A 1 Write summary sentences
Let’s Look Outside 10 B 2 Write summary sentences
We Use Water 10 C 3 Write factual sentences
Across the Seasons 10 C 4 Write summary sentences
What Comes in Twos? 10 D 5 Write summary sentences
Going to Town With Mom and Dad 10 D 6 Write factual sentences

Benchmark Literacy—Grade K 
Small-Group Writing Connections by Unit
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Day Lesson Section Activity Objective
1 Introduce the 

Comprehension Strategy
•  Modeling and Guided 

Practice
•  Teacher-Facilitated  

Class Discussion or  
Turn and Talk

Activate and share background knowledge 
about the strategy .

Find the Strategy in a Picture Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion 
(academic sentence  
frames provided)

Use academic language to discuss Poster 1 .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies 

•  Front-load academic vocabulary for Poster 1.
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant 

to Poster 1 .
•  Support oral language using academic 

sentence frames .

Reflect and Discuss Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Reinforce understanding through group 
reflection .

2 Review the Metacognitive 
Strategy: Build academic 
oral language

Class Discussion 
(academic sentence  
frames provided)

Reflect on metacognitive strategy use .

Use the Comprehension 
Strategy: Build academic 
oral language

•  Modeling and  
Guided Practice

• Class Discussion

Demonstrate comprehension strategy 
understanding by discussing Poster 2 .

Connect Thinking, Speaking, 
and Writing

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Reinforce strategy understanding .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies

•  Front-load academic vocabulary for Poster 2.
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant 

to Poster 2 .
•  Support oral language using academic 

sentence frames .

Oral Language Extension Structured Partner Talk Apply the comprehension strategy by 
developing oral sentences related to an 
assigned topic during independent workstation 
time .

Reflect and Discuss Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Reinforce learning through group reflection .

Benchmark Literacy—Grades K–2, Week 1 
Oral Language and Academic Language Development Strategies
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Day Lesson Section Activity Objective
3 Observe and Prompt for 

Strategy Understanding
Support Partner and  
Small-Group Discussion

Provide responsive prompts based on students’ 
ability to discuss Poster 3 .

Reflect and Discuss Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Reinforce learning through group reflection .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies

• Front-load academic vocabulary for Poster 3. 
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant 

to Poster 3 .
•  Support oral language using academic 

sentence frames .

4 Read and Summarize: Build 
academic oral language

Partner Talk 
(academic sentence  
frames provided)

Orally demonstrate comprehension 
understanding through discussion of Poster 3 . 

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies

• Front-load academic vocabulary for Poster 4. 
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant 

to Poster 4 .
•  Support oral language using academic 

sentence frames .

Oral Language Extension Structured Partner Talk Apply the comprehension strategy by 
developing oral sentences related to an 
assigned topic during independent workstation 
time .

Reflect and Discuss Class Discussion Reinforce learning through group reflection .
5 Metacognitive  

Self-Assessment
Class Discussion  
or Partner Talk

Demonstrate learning through oral self-
reflection .

Benchmark Literacy—Grades K–2, Week 1 
Oral Language and Academic Language Development Strategies
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Benchmark Literacy—Grades K–2, Week 2 
Oral Language and Academic Language Development Strategies

Day Lesson Section Activity Objective
1 Activate Prior Knowledge Teacher-Facilitated  

Class Discussion 
(academic sentence frames 
provided and modeled)

Activate and share background knowledge 
about the big book topic .

Introduce the Book Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

• Make before reading predictions orally. 
•  Identify and discuss key text and graphic 

features .

Front-Load Academic 
Vocabulary 
(Nonfiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Discuss vocabulary knowledge related to the 
target academic words in the big book .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies 

•  Front-load vocabulary and concepts.
•  Scaffold concepts with alternate questioning 

strategies .
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant 

to the shared reading text .
• Model use of academic sentence frames.

Read: Content 
Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

•  Modeling of the 
Text-Dependent 
Comprehension Strategy

•  Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Apply the target metacognitive and text-
dependent comprehension strategies to 
analyze the text .

Comprehension 
(Fiction Units)

•  Modeling of the 
Text-Dependent 
Comprehension Strategy

•  Teacher-Facilitated 
Discussion  
(academic sentence frames 
provided)

Apply the target metacognitive and text-
dependent comprehension strategies to 
analyze the text .
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Day Lesson Section Activity Objective
2 Read: Content 

Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

• Guided Strategy Practice 
•  Teacher-Facilitated Class 

Discussion or Turn and Talk 
(academic sentence frames 
provided)

Apply the target metacognitive and text-
dependent comprehension strategies to 
analyze the text .

Retell 
(Fiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Demonstrate understanding of key story 
elements .

Focus on Nonfiction Text 
Features or Text Structure  
(Nonfiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

•  Name and explain the purpose for various 
nonfiction text and graphic features .

•  Discuss the signal language associated with 
nonfiction text structures . 

Read: Comprehension  
(Fiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Apply the target metacognitive and text-dependent 
comprehension strategies to analyze the text .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies 

• Front-load vocabulary and concepts. 
•  Scaffold concepts with alternate questioning 

strategies .
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant 

to the shared reading text .
• Model use of academic sentence frames.

Oral Language Extension Structured Partner Talk Use provided academic sentences frames 
to discuss the big book during independent 
workstation time .

3 Read: Content 
Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

•  Guided Strategy Practice
•  Teacher-Facilitated Class 

Discussion or Turn and Talk 
(academic sentence frames 
provided)

Apply the target metacognitive and text-
dependent comprehension strategies to 
analyze the text .

Retell the Story 
(Fiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Summarize key story elements orally .

Respond to the Story 
(Fiction Units)

Turn and Talk Share personal responses to the story with a 
partner .

Focus on Nonfiction Text 
Features or Text Structure  
(Nonfiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

•  Name and explain the purpose for various 
nonfiction text and graphic features .

•  Discuss the signal language associated with 
nonfiction text structures . 

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies 

• Front-load vocabulary and concepts. 
•  Scaffold concepts with alternate questioning 

strategies .
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant 

to the shared reading text .
• Model use of academic sentence frames.

Comprehension: Reflect 
(Fiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Reflect on the text-dependent comprehension 
strategy in relation to the story .

Benchmark Literacy—Grades K–2, Week 2 
Oral Language and Academic Language Development Strategies
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Day Lesson Section Activity Objective
4 Read: Content 

Comprehension 
(Nonfiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated Class 
Discussion or Turn and Talk 
(academic sentence frames 
provided)

Apply the target metacognitive and 
comprehension strategies to analyze the text .

Summarize and Synthesize 
Information 
(Nonfiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion 
(academic sentence  
frames provided)

Share summaries and conclusions about the 
shared reading text .

Reread the Story: Build 
Fluency 
(Fiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Listen to a fluent reading and comment on how 
the reading affected understanding .

Brainstorm Writing Ideas 
(Fiction Units)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Generate writing ideas orally .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies 

• Front-load vocabulary and concepts. 
•  Scaffold concepts with alternate questioning 

strategies .
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant to 

the lesson .

Oral Language Extension Structured Partner Talk • Use academic sentence frames to discuss 
target academic vocabulary . (Nonfiction) 
• Use a picture prompt to retell the story events 
to a partner during independent workstation 
time . (Fiction)

5 Shared Writing Class Discussion Generate oral sentences prior to writing . 

Benchmark Literacy—Grades K–2, Week 2 
Oral Language and Academic Language Development Strategies
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Benchmark Literacy—Grades K–2, Week 3 
Oral Language and Academic Language Development Strategies

Day Lesson Section Activity Objective
1 Activate Prior Knowledge 

(Grade K)
Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Build oral language around the book topic 
by sharing ideas and generating sentences 
together .

Read Aloud the Original Song 
or Rhyme 
(Grade 1)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Demonstrate comprehension by retelling the 
setting, characters, and story line of the song or 
rhyme .

Introduce the Reader’s 
Theater Script

Teacher-Facilitated 
Class Discussion

Identify and discuss text and graphic features .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies 

• Front-load vocabulary and concepts. 
•  Scaffold concepts with alternate questioning 

strategies .
•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant to 

the script .
• Model use of academic sentence frames.

Build Vocabulary Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

•  Reinforce vocabulary by generating sentences 
using sentence frames . (Grade K)

•  Use the target enrichment (Tier Two) 
vocabulary in oral sentences . (Grade 1) 

2 Retell the Script 
(Grade 1)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion 
(academic sentence  
frames provided)

Demonstrate comprehension by retelling the 
setting, characters, and events in the Reader’s 
Theater script .

Build Comprehension 
(Grade 1)

Think/Pair/Share Apply the target comprehension strategy to the 
script content .

Shared Writing 
(Grade K)

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Generate oral sentences to transfer to writing .

Oral Language Extension Structured Partner Talk •  Generate oral sentences based on the 
sentence patterns in the script . (Grade K)

•  Use provided text and picture prompts to 
analyze and discuss the script with a partner .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies 

• Scaffold the activity with alternate strategies.

3 Introduce Fluency Skills Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Reflect orally on the fluency skill .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies

•  Front-load academic vocabulary and language 
structures for the fluency poster .

•  Introduce English/Spanish cognates relevant to 
the poster passage .
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Benchmark Literacy—Grades K–2, Week 3 
Oral Language and Academic Language Development Strategies

Day Lesson Section Activity Objective
4 Practice and Self-Assess 

Fluency Skills
Partner Discussion Students self-assess their use of the  

fluency skill .

Make Content 
Comprehensible for ELLs

Differentiated Instruction 
Strategies

• Scaffold the fluency practice.

Apply Fluency Skills to 
Reader’s Theater

Teacher-Facilitated  
Class Discussion

Reflect orally on the fluency skill .

Oral Language Extension Structured Partner Talk 

5 Show Time! Reader’s Theater 
Performance

Demonstrate fluency, expression, and oral 
performance skills through a collaborative 
reading of the script .

Assess and Reflect Class Discussion Reflect orally on fluency development .
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Leveled Text Conversion Guide

At Benchmark Education Company, we recognize that any gradient is fallible because a book’s level of difficulty will vary among districts and schools, and from student to student. We  
recommend that teachers make careful decisions in selecting leveled texts for students and consider the student’s current literacy behaviors and his/her prior knowledge of the content being 
pre sented. If prior knowledge of the topic is a limitation, the designated reading level of the text may need to be altered. We encourage teachers to confer with one another as they establish 
a schoolwide bookroom and develop a sensitivity to appropriate text levels for their school population. Please note that the grade levels assigned to letter and number levels on this chart 
reflect ideal expectations only. Students’ actual reading levels may vary more widely.

We are always publishing new titles to add to your collection. Please call us Toll-Free 1-877-236-2465 or visit our website at www.benchmarkeducation.com for our current catalogs or assistance.

Conversion Guide for LeveLed TexTs

B e n c h m a r k  e d u c a t i o n  c o m p a n y
c a l l  1 - 8 7 7 - 2 3 6 - 2 4 6 5  •  w w w . b e n c h m a r k e d u c a t i o n . c o m

K-1

1

2

1-2

2-3

4-5

emergent/ 
early

early

early/ 
Fluent

Fluent

advanced
Fluent

3

4

5

6

5-6

6-7
8-9
9+

emergent K

Developmental  
Category

Grade  
Level

Letter  
Level

Number 
 Level

Lexile®

Level

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X 

Y 

Z 

Z+

1

2

3, 4

 5, 6

 7, 8

9, 10

11, 12

13, 14

15, 16

18

20

24

28

30

34

38

40

40

44

44

50

60

60

60 

70 

80 

90

BR*–420L

420L–820L

740L–1010L

925L–1185L

1050L–1335L
*Beginning Reading

LEXILE® is a trademark of MetaMetrics, Inc., and is registered in the United States and abroad.

LEXILE® is a trademark of Metametrics, Inc., and is registered in the United States and abroad.
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Benchmark Literacy Glossary 

Accented Syllable an emphasis given to a syllable through one or more of these factors: loudness, 
change of pitch, and longer duration

Adjustable Scaffolds varying degrees of support and interactions in the classroom setting that help 
students reach higher levels of literacy development

Anchor Comprehension 
Posters

provide a context for explicit comprehension strategy instruction

Benchmark Literacy 
Toolkit

a kit that accompanies Benchmark Literacy containing a program overview, 
quick start guide, comprehensive assessment resources, and professional 
development resources

Closed Syllable a syllable or morpheme that precedes one or more consonants, as in /a/ in hat

Conferencing a discussion between the teacher and student regarding student work

Diphthong a vowel sound produced when the tongue moves or glides from one vowel 
sound to another vowel or semivowel sound in the same syllable .  
Examples: bee, bay, boo, boy, and bough

Fiction and Nonfiction 
Big Books

allow students to apply reading strategies in the context of engaging literary 
experiences

Fluency Posters target specific expressive reading skills that support comprehension

Fluent Reader a reader whose performance exceeds normal expectation with respect to age 
and ability 

Formal Assessment an assessment that is both an instructional tool that a teacher and student use 
while learning is occurring and an accountability tool to determine if learning 
has occurred . Note: BL Formal Assessments include Comprehension Strategy 
Assessment Handbooks for Grades K–6

Formal Assessments the collection of data using standardized tests or procedures under controlled 
conditions

Genre Workshop 
Posters

introduce the features of key genres found in English language arts standards, 
and provide mentor texts for students to analyze

Gradual Release of 
Responsibility

teacher gradually releases responsibility to students as they begin to see 
themselves as readers; students take on more roles in the reading process

Grapheme a written or printed representation of a phoneme, as b for /b/ and oy for /oi/ 
in boy
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High-Frequency Word a word that appears many more times than most other words in spoken or 
written language

Homograph a word with the same spelling as another word whether or not pronounced 
alike, as pen (a writing instrument) vs . pen (enclosure)

Homonym  a word with different origin and meaning but the same oral or written form as 
one or more other words, as bear (an animal) vs . bear (to support) vs . bare 
(exposed)

Homophone a word with different origin and meaning, but the same pronunciation as 
another word, whether or not spelled alike, as hare and hair

Idiom an expression that does not mean what it literally says, as to “have the upper 
hand” has nothing to do with hands

Independent Reading 
Level

the readability or grade level of material that is easy for a student to read with 
few word-identification problems and high comprehension

Inflection the process or result of changing the form of a word to express a syntactic 
function without changing the word’s grammatical class, as run to ran or run 
to runs

Informal Assessments evaluations by casual observation or by other non-standardized procedures . 
Note: BL Informal Assessments include Informal Assessment Handbooks for 
reading comprehension, writing, spelling, fluency, vocabulary and English 
language development provide teacher observation checklists, forms, and 
rubrics for ongoing assessment

Initial Blend the joining of two or more consonant sounds, represented by letters that begin 
a word without losing the identity of the sounds, as /bl/ in black, /skr/ in 
scramble

Instructional Reading 
Level

the reading ability or grade level of material that is challenging, but not 
frustrating for the student to read successfully with normal classroom 

Intonation the distinctive patterns of pitch that contribute to the meanings of spoken 
phrases and sentences as between commands and questions such as “Go 
now!” and “Go now?”

Listening Center a place where a student can use a headset to listen to recorded instructional 
material

Listening Vocabulary the number of words a person understands when they are heard in speech; 
hearing vocabulary

Meaning Vocabulary the number of meanings or concepts a person knows for words

Metacognition awareness and knowledge of one’s mental processes such that one can 
monitor, regulate, and direct them to a desired end; self mediation; “thinking 
about thinking”

Metacognitive 
Strategies

the underlying strategies all good readers apply before, during, and after they 
read to actively think about a text and monitor comprehension
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Miscue a term to describe a deviation from text during oral reading or a shift in 
comprehension of a passage

Miscue Analysis a formal examination of the use of miscues as the basis for determining the 
strengths and weaknesses in the background experiences and language

Modeling teachers using clear demonstrations and explicit language

Mood the effect created by the author’s use of various literary devices

Multicultural 
Literature

writing that reflects the customs, beliefs, and experiences of people of differing 
nationalities and races

Open Syllable a syllable ending in a vowel sound rather than a consonant

Oral Reading the process of reading aloud to communicate to another or to an audience

Phonological 
Awareness

awareness of the constituent sounds of words in learning to read and spell  
(by syllables, onsets and rimes, and phonemes)

Phrasing the way in which words are chosen and grouped in speaking or writing

Pitch the rise and fall of the voice when speaking

Print Awareness a learner’s growing recognition of conventions and characteristics of a written 
language including directionality, spaces between words, etc .

Print Concept 
Development

the growing recognition that print needs to be arranged in an orderly way to 
communicate information in reading and writing

Quick Phonics 
Assessment (QPA)

a screener that provides task-specific one-on-one assessments to evaluate K–2 
students’ phonological and phonics development

Readability ease of comprehension because of style of writing

Reader’s Response 
Log

a written record of materials read and the reader’s personal reactions to them

Reader’s Theater Big 
Books/Lap Books

help teachers model concepts about print, early reading strategies, and 
fluency skills to scaffold young students toward small-group rehearsal and 
performances

Reader’s Workshop that part of a literature-based reading program in which students engage in 
reading and responding to trade books, including small-group discussions with 
the teacher to learn or review key concepts about reading and literature

Reading 
Comprehension

the act or result of applying comprehension processes to attain the meaning of 
a graphic communication

Reading Log a student-kept record of books read during a specified period, usually by date 
and sometimes including the number of pages in each book
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Reflective Writer in writing instruction, a writer who tends to rework a composition with the 
needs of an audience in mind

Running Record a cumulative account of selected behavior, as of that of a student noted by a 
teacher over time

Scaffolding in learning, the gradual withdrawal of adult support, as through instruction, 
modeling, questioning, feedback, etc . for a child’s performance across 
successive engagement, thus transferring more and more autonomy to the 
child

Sight Word a word that is immediately recognized as a whole and does not require word 
analysis for identification

Speaking Vocabulary the number of different words ordinarily used by a person for meaningful oral 
communication

Structural Analysis the identification of word-meaning elements, as re and read in reread

Teacher Resource 
System (TRS)

contains 10 units of explicit instruction focusing on metacognitive and text 
comprehension skills/strategies for Benchmark Literacy

Teacher Resource 
Website

a free Benchmark Education website that provides a searchable database 
of titles, levels, subject areas, themes, and comprehension strategies; site 
contains downloadable resources including literacy texts and Teacher’s Guides, 
Comprehension Question Cards, oral reading records, take-home books, and 
assessment resources (BenchmarkUniverse .com)

Text Analysis the analysis of the structural characteristics of the text, coherence, organization, 
concept load, etc .

Text Structure the various patterns of ideas that are embedded in the organization of text

Think-Aloud a metacognitive technique or strategy in which the teacher verbalizes aloud 
while reading a selection orally, thus modeling the process of comprehension

Tone the author’s attitude reflected in the style of the written word

Unaccented Syllable the syllable(s) with least stress or emphasis

Visual Cue a distinctive sight feature that triggers a response: especially, a distinctive shape 
that aids in identification of a letter, letter group, or word

Word Sort a vocabulary-development and word-study activity in which words on cards 
are grouped according to designated categories, as by spelling patterns, vowel 
sounds, shared meanings, etc .

Word Study vocabulary-building exercises; practice in word identification, as in phonics, 
structural analysis; spelling practice
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Word Study & 
Vocabulary Overview 
and Assessment 
Handbooks

provide task-specific group assessments that enable teachers to identify 
students’ strengths and weaknesses

Writer’s Workshop a block of time devoted to student planning, drafting, and editing compositions 
for publication, often involving peer collaboration

Writing Process the many aspects of the complex act of producing a written communication; 
specifically planning or prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing

Writing Vocabulary the number of different words ordinarily used in writing . Note: the writing 
vocabulary is usually but not always smaller than the reading, speaking, and 
listening vocabularies
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